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CongresS11an 1i!illiaJn Cohen (~·~) of Maine 
~,1me 17, 1975 
DFS - This is the first L"l.terview t-.rith Conqressman ~'7illiarn Cohen of Maine 
on Tuesday, Jrme 17 • Present ,,..,"ere Messrs. Lynch, Mcxmey, S!"lea, and 
Congressnan Cohen. We t:egin at ten rninutes after 4 o'clock. 
WSC - I had just written an article for the P.qston Globe dealing ·with the 
Bice.ritennial theme of 11Allegiance to Whom"?, which I thought nught 
l::e of some interest to you in terms of trying to write sc:rnething in 
· 6 or 700 v-urds ·which point up sane of the lessons and sane of the 
rrorals of the experience of impeacment. 
I gave a speech at the National -Jaycee's last February or March, which 
was inserted in the Record- and I '11 get that for you.· 
I.et' s go back to the Saturday Night !vassacre in tenns of what the 
impact was and tcy relationship with Elliot Richardson which was key 
to me and my relationship after he left office. We lived close to_: 
gether and 'l.ve gave him rides in periodocally arrl talked to him. • He 
had an important role and acted upon me just fran our discussions. 
After the Judiciary Corrrnittee },.ad passed a bill to create an inde-
:pendent special prosecutor and I wrote an article for tr..e Washington 
Post arout u,,D days before it came out on the floor, and following 
the publication of the article, they also wrote an editorial endors-
in the article that I wrote, on why they shoulclJ1 't set up legisla-
tion to creat a new special prosecutor. Much of that came arout as 
a result of a conversation that I had with Elliot, just in tenns of 
what the irnpact--what that would have on Jai•-urski and the proceedings 
at t:Iut stage. That w::>uld probably be a starting p:,int for :rre, that 
ar-.icle, because when the article came out, the issue took the bill 
off tr..e f],cor. Ja'l.~rski stayed on, I can get you a copy of· that. 
Brc:derick came up to me in the a:>rridor and kind of fecetiously said: 
"2: just want to shake the hand of the man wh::) singlehande::ily reversed 
the e.:litorial p:,liC'.f of the Washington Post" because up to "t:hat f()int, 
they had endorsed the concept of a new indepe,.""ldent special prosecutor. 
beyond the ability of the President to hire and ifre fran that p:,si-
ti~. . . 
• DFS - Going back perhaps even three months before that when Drinan intro-
cluced his resolution on the 31st of July •... 
lvSC - That was typical of him. 
DFS 
wsc 
Frankly what was your reaction? 
J._v ~ ~✓ 
) 
I had no reaction, I thought it was not an untypical of him to do. 
He has al,;•2ys teen kind of outfornt on a number of issues, perhaps 
in sane cases proven to be right by sushsequent events and this 
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and it had no credibility at that rx>int in my thinJr...ing •.• I know 
that he's a long time critic of the war, secret l::x:::!Pbing of Carnl:::.Cdia, 
impoundment rx:>licies. I didn't really give it too rrn.1ch considera-
tion, and I don't think it had any credibility at all, even ·within 
his own party or leadership lL11til the massacre. 
That little brief article on the special prosecutor describes an 
incident ,,lhich had a great impact UfX>n me - the evening of _the dis-
closure of the 18 1/2 minute gap. We were sitting down and having 
dinner and Walter Cronkite wa s on in the other roan. I turned to 
my oldest l:oy and for some reaSJn, I don't know why, rut I've never 
discussed t'7atergate with hin, he is very bright and intelligent and 
he is in the Little League and reading spy novels and things. 
DFS - Is he the one who broke his arm? 
wsc Yes, and asked him what he thought, and he said ::i; think he is lying 
and dic.n't hesitate a minute and I looked across at my youngest son, 
who is very impressed with the White House and wm has ceen to the 
White House and win did stand in tremendous awe. I was preparing a 
lecture to Keven abJut the need to presume innocence and must wait 
until all the facts are in and must not prejudge and before I oould 
get all of that out, I \\'a.S just putting my thoughts together and a 
little bit irritated at myself in rot resr.:cnding quicker tli..an that, 
but I was shocked with what he said, he then broke in and said: "Dad, 
I wish we were living back in t.1-ie days of Washington" which I thought 
was a terribly sophisticated statenent for a ten-year old to make, 
and I couldn't respond to it, I oouldn't say anything, I was afraid 
that if I shJuld say that things weren't all that great back then, 
tbat I might lose him forever, that I ~uld confirm the cynicis:n that 
was building up silently in a ten-year old l:oy and so that evening 
the meal ended in silence. I've since tbat trne tried to go back and 
try to reo::mstruct and reflect exactly why I was unable to respond at 
that time or didn't want to reSf)Ond, I guess, arrl what the ·implications . 
v:iere at that stateuent of going back into yesteryear, in looking at 
cherry trees and axes and mnesty and SJ forth. The fact is that what 
was SJ important al:out tbat event to me was that througmut all this 
process \-.-rhen I had thousands and thousands of letters coming _in: you' re 
a traitor, a Judas Iscariot, and a numl:er of other things that smuld 
not go in print, tbat voice is still there, the fact that the ten-year 
old boy had lost faith with the President and with the systeu. I don't 
know if we will ever recover him or there, but this was a ooncern to 
me, rut nonetheless what he din was to remind me of the ideals that he 
saw in yesteryear. He had to go back that far to find sane one who 
stooo for mnesty and i.."1 fact I think it only gave me a great deal of 
supfQrt during a lot of tlE delil:erations when there were teuptations 
to buckle in and be one of the boys and cnnfonn my conduct to those of 
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DFS - I think you were widely ccmnente:i upon as the first Republican who 
leaned towards impeachment. Frankly, do you think it was justif ie:i 
and if so, how did you get into that particular irrage? 
v-!'SC - Well, Because initially the reaction on the part of the Republicans 
was that this was an ideolo:rical war and it was than against us; there 
·was no basis and fact for the impeachment investigation, that this 
w--as l:;eing used by the Democrats solely to embarrass the Rep.Jblican 
President that they couldn't defeat, and to ta1<e away that \-mi.ch the 
electorate had give.i.i him. P..nd I didn't see it as that, I guess it's 
is Lee because I don't h..ave much of a political b..ackgrcund, I don't like 
partisan politics. I have never been part of partisan :i;:olitics, even 
when serving the city coun=il, as a mayor, a non-political tiring. 
And there didn't seem to be enough concentration of what's right ana. · 
what is really the truth. That they really didn't want to get the 
truth and the hesitancy to adopt these proce:iures, but it ,'las always 
Jr..ind of a tension on our part that t.11ey are out to get us and I did 
not feel that they were out to get us though there were sane hard-
core partisans, I don't think there is any question aoout it, but I 
found myself in a :i;:osi tion as King. Should that prevent me fran try-
ing to see what I think is right? And I rrust admit that · the firing 
of Richardson had a great impact tipQn me, because I don't think he 
'i:ould have resigne:i if he felt that Cox had engaged in gross impropri-
ei ties which \..Uuld warrant ru_s dismissal. Other aspects, ::: guess, fran 
my own training in the law influence:i me. I did a lot of prosecution, 
i knew how· the defense ¥-Drked, and a lot of examination and I just 
felt that during the course of the process that if we '\'~e really af-
ter the truth that it ...,DU.la cane out and I w:,uld have no hesitancy to 
2.dopt proce:iures calculate:i to bring it out. I made that . clear, I 
guess, initially when I supporte:i Jenner. Railsback and I ·were I 
think his only deferrlers al.rnost from the start. He got off to a very 
bad start initially and almost before v.'e got back fran Chistmas vaca-
tion he was in trouble with the Camu.ttee and I think that ~ilsback 
and myself were the only bo who· would ronsistently stand up and say 
that you know tr.at these t.hings have got to stay in and that what he 
id doing is right. I think the other thing was the early vote on the 
sending the subpenas to the President when he didn't canply. The 
vote would h.ave been a 19 - 19 split, and that was when where I felt 
th.at I didn't really have much choice rut to vote for it because I 
felt that many if not most agreed t.l-iat in fact the President had not 
. fully · complie:i. Again they saw it as a political ploy and a setting 
up of the President for future COt.L."'lt or allegation of an impeachable 
offense and implie:i that no Republican should SUpp:)rt that. There ·was 
a long conference that afternoon, I can't recall the date, was it April, 
or March and I think rrost agree:i that he had not complie::l. That we at 
least ought to give him the opportunity to see where it goes fran 
here. I made a suggestion tr.at wh."lt if I sent my oi-m letter to the 
President settincJ forth fully why I don't think it's car.pliance. And 
they said no. Then I came back to my off ice and v1.rote that letter any-
I 
' i . 
c-
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way and sul:::mitted it that niqht which went down to qlorious defeat, 
I 'bunk 27 to 11. And then I cam to the ul ti.111ate choice of wheth.er 
or not I felt that there had been canpliance and clearly it was no. 
I was disapp::>inted with my colleagues, fraru--1.y, ·when the vote came 
drnvn - they saw fit to say no as far as sending the letter and I 
didn't like being put in the p::>sition of being the only one, but 
given the alternative of saying yes, he had CaTIJ?lied in ess~ce, I 
really didn't have that rm.Ich croice. 
DFS - Another man has rnade t11e rerrark that C..eral Ford at his hearings for 
Vice President, had brought his life to t.rie Corrrnittee, ·whereas Nixon 
had sent his laviyers. D:> you think that's a justifiable dichotany? 
t·~ - Well, I wan 't all that pleased with the Ford hearings, -quite frankly. 
I think, again going back, you want to know why I was always pegged ........._ . ' 
as an crld one, go back . to the Ford c:onfo:rrnation hear~s. I really ) /</ ✓ t<t 
don't t.riink t11e ~s were interested in going into facts deal-~ 
in with the qualifications, cause he ,;.,as one of ours, they had known ir 
him, they were frinedly to him and . they had kno;.m him to be a good 
man and thatwas it. But, if you go back and look through the records 
of the Ford confirmation, I t.'link, that you ,;~uld be surprised at sorre 
of the questions being asked by our side and even on the other side. 
In f act, I was criticised by sane of my colleagues for the t.yp:s of 
questions· that I asked, and I can recall of being ratr..er tough on 
Gerald Ford in sane of the questions especially under the rntion of 
taping. We had a rather sharp exchange at one IX)int. I can dig that 
out, I saved that p)rtion of the Ford confirmation where I was troubled 
al::out the judge. I guess t.liat ·was really the first real p)int of dis-
content on my part with my colleagues that I felt that rather offended 
a.TKl outraged by the notion of setting up a meeting between a presiding 
judge on the case ar.d a secret meeting and discuss~ it or even not 
in discussing it, but just making a profOsition offer of the director-
ship of the FBI. I felt that was one of the rrost serious allegations, 
fran.ld..y, that had cane out during this entire time and I wanted to 
know what C--erald Ford's attitude about that was, and he initially 
passed it off lightly and said well I don't think it was actually an 
offer to1 prorrotion, I think it ·was a denotion and I recall not being 
too satisfied with that. 1•:'e had a restriction the first day, it was 
five minutes, I recall, and I didn't really have time to go into it 
with him., rut wher1 I cam back the second day, when w-e had ten minutes 
an:i I went back to that point, he said he ·was just tryin:f to inject 
sane levity and I . appreciated it. But really wanted to cane back to 
what he felt of the ethics in that situation, and again he said he 
was concerned a.rout it, but he didn't feel that it amounted to that 
much as I recall. I guess I used. that opp::>rtunity to make a little 
speech ar.,out what I thought al:out it and it caused a lit;.tle strong 
0 
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lal"')_guage ceb,cen us but I knew t.liat Hutchinson was not too pleased ·,-::.J 
with my remarks, I got soir.e st.atic on t.l-ie floor for it. ~/J 
'IM - 'lb you, was it similar to a juror acknowledging that a fX)sition fran 
the federal government had been offered to him? 
WSC - Yeah, I felt that an individual approached in this way ·was woolly ind~ 
fensible. Remenber, I carried on like Faust, I can remember, I said 
Mr. Ford, I have a question following up wti.at Seiberling said when the 
Ellsbo....rg case ·was dismissed. You expressed some regret that the pro-
secution went a..,..rry because it obscured the fact that Ellsberg stole 
government documents and had than published. I ask you ab:Jut Mr. Erlich-
E man visiting Judge Burn twice, arranging meetings to discuss the fX)Ssible 
apf()intment to the FBI directorship fX)Sition. And one meeting in which · 
the President dropped in to say hello. Could it be considered in your 
opinion unethical or illegal tampering with the judicial process? 
T'nen Ford's reSfX)nse, sayinq he considered it to be a denotion rather 
than a pranotion. But I 'm rrore concerned with the ethics involved in ! 
taLld.ng with the presiding judge in the course, of :perhaps one of the 
most major trials of this decade which indicated, at the very least, 
lack of discretion and :perhaps poor judgment. And I said I ~ld like 
to express my own reaction to this, it's one of the most singularly 
destructive acts of the judicial process that I can think of because 
I think it was calculated to influence the impartiality and neutrality 
of the presiding jucge in one of the most historic cases of the 
decade. It brought to mind another quote, and I want on to John 
Mitchell's statanent -- watch what ..,..~ do, not waht ,-,...,e say. They got 
pretty heavy •••• 
DFS - In other \'ords, it illustrates two fX)ints: your reaction to Ford's 
answer and also another reason ro early on you ,;-,-ere looked upon as-
WSC - I gues I provoked scene of the senior manl:ers of the Ccrmiittee, on ·my 
side, :perhaps, with that kind of _question and did the same throughout 
the hearings on the Ford confonnation. I took a rather aggressive 
role in questioning witness, and because I felt that it was treated 
as sort of a pro forrna thing and no one was really giving that much 
thought to the historical implications of t..r1e 25th Amendment. Not 
just because it was Jerry Ford they knew and loved, but what's the 
test \•~ 're going to use? 
DFS - .M:Call 's magazine quotes your wife as saying you were ''m:>st11 upset 
by t.}ie IPS evidence and by the Judge Byrne incident. Is that correct? 
~iSC - Well, I had been involved in a case where the prosecuting attorney 
had a unilclteral meeting with the judge to discuss an item and it vient 
through three or four years of court prcx::edure and finally helped get 
a case reversed at the circuit level, ro perhaps I was a little bit 
IT'Ore sensitive on that issue than some of the other manbers of the 
Conmittee. Others didn't see it as that. Chuck Wiggins, for example, 
c· 
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WSC - \fill ta~e the attitutde that in that case no federal judge can ever be 
approached for a rosition withi.'1 t..rie goverr,ment witrout being accused 
of compromising his position. I think you draw distinctions when you 
take t:.'1e Ellsberg case with as much notoriety as that had. I ·wanted 
to see him prosecuted too, he should have been prosecuted for taking 
and revealing goverrrnent secrets, but he should do it within . the letter 
of the law and the spirit of the law. So I wanted to see him prose-
cuted and I think tli.a t they interrupted and they intenrened with the 
judicial process and it is really one of the abuses that I ' found so 
offensive aT1.d in fact, I had eve.'1 suggested ti'iat we should call Judqe 
Byrne in to find out ·why he \\re.'1t after t.rie initial approach. The 
second approach ·was sanething else. 
'IM - Okay, you do recall February and ~~arch of 1974, when the Corrmittee 
staff, the iJhite Rouse and the Department of Justice staff issued 
re:r:orts on "tmat is an impeachable offense." How and 'When did you 
arrive at ,;vt>.at is a..'1 impeacli .able offense? Do you recall what that 
merroran<lum tli.at circulated is? 
WSC - I recall. After read ing it, the first thing I read was the collective 
IP.aterials on impeachnent, then went back and read Benjamin Butler's 
definition and so forth, and read alrrost all the cases and carrn,=,...ntaries 
and Storey and everyl:::cdy else. I think I became satisfied fairly 
early in the investigation tlat a11. il'l"lp?achable offense w2.s not conf:ined 
to a criminal offense and I recall it was Noton end he came in one 
day and said what's your Comni ttee doing and I said \,"B are trying to 
define an impeachable offense. There are those woo argue it must be 
strictly construed and I gave him a ver-J long esoteric discussion 
of the :r:olar extrenes and there are those in the middle and I added 
light-heartedly that perhpas it's like Frost said al::out love, it's 
indefinable but it's urnnistakable, I'll know it when I see it. Well, 
the New York Times for consideration of space or Otii: of malice, I'm 
not sure, cut off my long dissertation arrl they quoted me a? saying 
that irnpeachnent was like love, -it's :indefinable, but it's unmis~<e-: 
able, and that was reprinted :in every paper, and it got to be a joke 
calling all impeachme."'lts like love. So I . learned a gocd lesson from 
that, not to make statsnents of that nature. I think tli.at earlier on 
after reading the selected rraterials in tli.e cases that I was open to 
be persuaded the otbet way. But I was personally satisfied that the 
meaning of impeachable offenses was not confined to crimes. 
DFS - You say in your opening statE:ment, quoti.T'lg Somers in 1690, that it is 
e,'{traord:inary, romethin not lightly used. Co you consider it to l:e an 
integral part of the check and balance system? Extraordinary but :in.:.. 
tegral? 
WSC - v-7ell, it's the ultimate weapon, it's the ul tirra. te resort that Congress 
has. If the ab.lses becane so great there is no alternative. I 
suppose an integral part, but I suppose it's like the nuclear reactor 
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end and I think that's the way ·we approached it, with a kirrl of 
fear t.riat we all had al::out what are the iniplications of it. All 
you have is what I call is t.1-ie color chrornatic image of heroes, and 
heretics and derr.agogues and demigcrls dependinq upon \·mat your i:x>li-
tics are. 
In looking at this, is there a degree of belief when it canes to a 
standard of proof, clear arrl convincing, beyond a reasonable doubt? 
~"l"SC - Yeah, I cam to clear and convinving as a test. I thought it had to be 
ITDre than si~ply probable cause for the reasons t:ciat I said. 
DFS - ,,1as- that even before Mr. St. Clari suggested that clear and convincing• 
st3.ndard? 
WSC - Yes, I was prepared for it. I thought it different than a grand jury 
situation, particularly in view of the fact that ·was being conducted 
partially in public. This really was to l:e differentiated fran it; 
it had certain facets of a grand jury investigation, but by the very 
nature of everything being publicized in the evening news, it approached 
. civil proportions and civil test and I thought in view of the impli-
cations of what it means, you just don't lightly put a President on 
trial based upon probable cause. It has to be sanething rrore than the 
next standard test to be clear and convincing. Propondence of the 
evidence t-.ould re the next test, I guess, but I "vlie!lt even further than 
that. 
DFS - You have said that there ,-,.,'ere o.u starrlards of judgment, the facts and 
the Constitution. Well, let's pretend that you have the facts and you 
have the Constitution - now al::out it if the A'Tierican people had not 
agreed? In other t-.ords, that it was simply not sellable, wasn't so 
believed? Is that a third standard of impeachnent? 
¼'SC - Ibt to me it isn't. No, in fact I_ had fully prepared myself not to 
cane back to Congress, if I didn't think it W'.)Uld l:e acceptable t-.o my 
constib.lents. I don't know what the result 1'.-~uld have bee..'1 had the 
Preside..-rit not resigned and had this matter gone on or had I been 
asked to be a prosecutor. There was talk al:out that at the time. 
DFS - A manager in +-he Senate? 
l·~ . - A manager i.ri the Senate, if there ·were to be a conviction. I had a 
violent reaction when that story came up back in my district. Saying 
it's not e.riough that he's a jlrlge, now he wants to be a prosecutor. 
And what I said \·:as that I ,\uuld have to give it a very long serious 
consideration refore I would ever agree to do sanething like that. Many 
people dropped off the emphasis that I had placed on it. I didn't 
' ,. : 
c· 
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really ,v-a.nt to do it. And it , ·.BS l oo 1<-..inq like I ,•,Duld really 
give it serious consideration to be a manager, and it's pretty 
bitter. 
DFS - l·:'ould you say that as a r:iatter of fa.ct :Cetween February 1974 arrl the 
first of August, did the facts preceed the theory or did J"OU cane, 




Well, I came, f icst I started with a cef ini tion in terms of do we 
confine ourselves to conduct \vhlch is criminal. That was really kind 
of an acadenic discussion. Because rrost of the allegations~ 
criminal. But at least I v.ranted to have a frame-,•;orl< in which to deal 
with the questions of what I \•;ould be looking for in terms of facb.lal . 
patterns fitt.L'1g _into that definition, so I started first with the 
definition and what I thought it \ox:ruld entail with the abuse of power • 
Wit.run that rather vague context, we then tried to assess row do these 
factual patterns fit within that fra'11e.~rk. I felt that I really 
ne\ter had nuch doubt al:x:mt the secret l:x:rnbing whether that a'!Ounted to 
an impeachable .offense, because I felt that there was Congressional 
implici"bJ: in it, You can actually discover t.lia.t t..~ey passed a reso-
lution allowing it to continue for 45 days, which I trought v.ould be 
ult.h-nate hypocrisy to re:rove a President for an act which they con-
curred in substruice. P..nd similarly in :impoundment, I felt that he 
had clearly exceeded his f-Oh'erS by irrp:)undjng funds and in dismant-
ling offices, but I also felt that Congress rontributed ::to:-t.he:-fac' 
by a:mtinually overspending and I really 'wasn't arout to vote £or any 
im_:-ueachable act on something that Congress had some complicity in. 
So those are the areas that I could weea. out rather easily. . The · 
milk_ g.ea:Th, frarud.y, rowever, was one that troubled. in'"¢. It was even 
further canplicated by the fact that I had received a donation fran one 
f the milk cooperatives; I can't say \\rat the name is l:.ut v."e can get 
that. ~~9: J::ord ,,;.,a_s t..11.e one who helped arrange am-get"'."ire~a-.:Cong:±-
. butiori..:.of~a!x)ut $60,0d0; I was in debt when I first got here. I 
recall ta]J,._ing ,vi th him one day -on the floor a11d he said how are things 
going in Maine and I sad fine, exce9t that I owe an ai;.vful lot of money. 
And if he could fX)Ssibly arrange for lT'.e to go on speaking tours or do-
ing anyb.1-ring which \oiOUld generate rroney from tlnse ,vho no:rnally contrib-
u te to a P.epublican cai.-idida te. I need help. Then I saw him two or · 
three wee..l<.s later and he said: "Bill has anyone stopped by to see you 
-abc-.. 1t contriL'llting something?" and I sand "no", and he said, "they · 
':-, j_ll because I put you on a list of people wr.o need support _ and short:.. 
ly after that some people fr(Jff; the milk cooperatives came in. I didn't 
talk to them I was going out on the floor; they sat and taLlced to my 
aide at the time and I got a $3,000 contribution from it and it was a 
short t.h-ne after that - a matter of a couple of days - I received a 
ca ll, it was from a Congressrnan, I dion 't know who it was, it was 
in the first o:o rr.onb11s tr.at I v;as in Congress and I didn't kno\v 
enough - it , ..,-as an jntern taking the call fra:1. his Congres9:laI1 and I 
picked it up arid he said, "Hi, Bill, I understa'1c1 you interested in 
co-sr:onsori.ng a bill to increase milk :r.arity" and I said, "I don't know 
wro you have been talJr..ing to but you have got the wrong man, the 
c· 
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i-;ronq guy. r__ha.v~ P~:~t-~t~r:i_jn _cosponsor ina ariythmg." I hlLrig 
up - I came up furring at the thing. I went out ancl talked with my 
aide and said to Bill, "Did you have any conversation arout this?" 
Ee said, ''tJo." I just dic-1 a slrn·' burn a.""!d I expected to hear back 
on it, that a ccrnplaint u:,uld be made, t hat here we contributed $3,000 
to this r;,an' s C?.1:DPaign and he .,JOn 't even suprort a rrieasure to co- · 
s:--__,onsor it. ~~ ev~ d1.cl, ...J.~t ~ '£:§.: jusf..droppei . I filed disclosures 
of who contributed to my carripaign and it never ~ up agai."1 until 
the Ford conformation ·when there was a rurror tr.at ·was being, pursued 
by SCX:1e rei:::orters t.h.at Ford had been ki.."1d of a bagrran for the rnilk 
industt".1 and I had received a call since I ,..,'as one viho had recei ve:i 
a contribution and I invited them in and told them the exact story 
that I told you and so they starte:i writing it up at that point and 
it proved cut t.1-Et he had not in fact 'been a bag man. He didn't 
intercede in any way, he just pl,!t me -on ~the, list: this guy needs 
help and that was t½e extent of-it~- - ·-- -- -. 
I fva""s:'cori.cernecl :zis=--an~ elanent .Qf.~ an=_jmpeachable-dff ense as to 'Whether 
or not they had in fact increased the parity as a result of receiving 
the pledge of 2 million dollars or whatever it was, I \<!a.S concerned 
al::out the conversation between Connelly ·and ~the~President. 
DFS - vbuld you mird, Congressnan in taking a look at number 4. Sane of this 
may have a rather uncanplimentary ring. When "'1e say political, we 
don't necessarily mean political in t..r1e sense of reing l:ought, but 
voti....-ig one's district or having a popular support, but you already 
answered t.11.at, you dicn 't vote as you would think the people did but 
on facts and t1i.e Constitution .••• ? 
WSC - Well, let's put it this way, the political situation was such, the 
Republicans ·were OpfOsed to my position with very few exceptions were 
people who had some trust in me as an attorney or how I had performed 
in office in terms of fairness. There weren't all that many, but the 
volume of mail t...11.at I was getting after a while was such that .I _:-justt 
s_:toppeo.Jx>unt i.rig":1.t. For a while there was just lrundreds of thousands 
of letters t.hat car..e in and they were keeping a tally of how many for 
and how rriany against. And I just reached a point '\<.ihere I stopped 
counting; I ..,;,as satisfied that there were more opposed 1=:han: fot", I 
tried to go back and articulate the position without .. caning off as be-
fr1.g arrogant and that I'm going to irnfose my rnvn judgment and not 
take into consideration yours. I kept soliciting the abuse through ffi'J 
net.,7sletter and my radio prcx::rrarns and so forth. But I tried to make it 
clear tbat in the final ·an~ysis_j:hat ·r '.m :the -only one-wh:f:""rouia"maJc~ 
_t.11.at: jt'k:1gment..:..~J i...~d _t~ of p~secL them ·ear1y •that."'.either; jµs 
~ ~ij:_!'~h,lld -. r ~,£.l}§.d., W.f ~ ecisi9n_pr_-just-~a,_fter, ... I . ~uld _go~back.:..to~ tl:1e 
~s State and_ e..'q'.>~fil:!1.- in -sane detail -why I · reache:f 'thae'conclusion. I 
~ felt that if I rr.ade the decision and I went back and I couldn't per-
suade than that I had done the reasonable and the right thing, then I 
didn•t deserve to sit in Congress . 
( __ '· 
\ 
. . . 
DF'S -
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You did that on a Sunday night, as I recall -
That's riq!1t, its a Sunday night, but I told them this early, rronths 
ar.ead of tirne and IDL"1e ·was a continual process of goinq back, news 
interviews and programs and trying to explain to thern that I had done 
t.l-ie right thing. r;;; v1 -fl\ FS , ~ xour_m.fe ~ ecal:led--:;~~ .,;__the :1ess·:'savory,:-ccmnen~t'.t1ay,:a '...ili:>~ . -Ca.."TI~~s r~_ieve -~l~,&S;:..in. .. yo~_.pr:inking7:wa.ter ":~tt. .-
I.aughter I 
wsc ·- Well, I tell you, the mail got so bad, that the-.!.st;aff-•stq_:,i;irl..:showifigJ 
it..:..to..:~,~it ~s -~ -y~qious~ and_ viol.~1=;: ~µ~ti9 T it ~was:-o~e-~· 
I-r'gotJLrn~r shzrre--of~rocr..sJ.n _the _aja.. But it was really of a violent 
nature. I got one: ~~ening :caJJ. There was an uglyness through= 
out the mail. The staff used to tape sane of the pungent letters and 
t.11at was one of them which I ti'-ought was rather canpressed a man's . 
anger and outrage and it was a quote of a very few ~rds. I got his 
message! 
DFS - H0t_,, al::out the various media, for example Time Mc:i.gazine or Newsweek or 
you name it? Did you read any of these consistently do you think or 







I didn't read the:n other than when they vJere guoting me. I a:mldn 't . 
move outside my door and my phone never stopped ringing; there was 
always scrnel:ody war.ting to lcok,what's happenerl tcd.ay. ~What are you 
going to take up tcday? I had a pretty finn rule that I •tJOU.1.d be hap-
py to discuss anyt.ltlng I oould publicly. I \,'Ould discuss rncx:xis, I v.0uld 
discuss my ovm perceptions of things, but I 1MJuld not discuss anything 
before the Carrnittee but I v.uuldn't reveal any information tb them 
t.riat was not a ro.atter of public record. I had a very embarrassing 
experience, shortly-after~ .. ~ ccmnehcerl the hearings or the investigation. 
We got these looseleaf .volumes that John Doar was preparing and one of 
than was so thick ; that he used tohhave a surrmary in the front part, 
a plastic folder to set it apart so you will be able to close it d0ttm. 
Which I did and I stuck the surmary in the front part here and I was 
taJd.ng my ni0ht .ixx:)ks back to my office over in Longworth and I went 
tlh--ough the door at the end of the meeting and I had five or six books 
and I ,vas really struggling with then and there . was a mob outside, and 
I just kind of pushed through a!'..d as I pushed through I felt sanething 
let go on my arm and I started to panic and starterl to step back and 
I was really angry a.rout it, and they all kind of got back and I looked 
around on the floor and I couldn't see anything so then I starterl to 
. walk away and I said, "No, I better go back," so I retracerl my steps 
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i-isc - I said, v,-ell, it must be my inagination. I wer1t outside and got in 
-7'-'. . / 
\ 
my car and drove over to IDnq,.·Drth from the P-ayburn building, I went 
upstairs a.rd startGd to take t,l-ie materials out ar.a I looked and the . 
entire middle . section frbr!l ~:the first .sui7mary-:.:_of_ the - secciil~Eoo~QJ.Je 
ar1d I remember breakin? out int o a sweat at~ that p::,int, saying "My 
C-0:1, you knCJ1.·1 saneone is goinc,r to print that," Id didn't o::mtain 
ariy confidential infonnation, but it, r.,ecause all staternents \\Ould 
have a footnote 1, 2 or 3 , which were contained in the actual tabs. 
The fact is t,1,at I was C0!1Ce....~ ed. arout wa,s _ rnx ·~ '!!-!=£~ i )p. ty. That 
I v.Duld be labeled as a leak, that there ·v:Duld appear on the front 
pages and the very first or second night out that this would happE=n. 
I ran back to t'1e Carrnittee office and I got than to open it up be-
cause all the roans were locked at that time. We looked all over 
the place and we couldn't find it. I didn't know what to really 
think at the time. I really felt scrneone had stolen it, but I wanted 
i 
\ 
to double check without accusing anyone. I couldn ~t find it, I 
tried to get a rold of Jermer. I didn't locate him that night un-
til arout 9 o'clock. and I t0ld him what had happened and so he called 
security and they went over and they opened it up and they started t.he 
search and he got back to me arout llo'clock, 11:30, 12, 12:15 they 
were still looking and he called. He had called Doar at that p:,int and 
apparently had made a call to all the news media saying that the material 
had :been taken and they '1.-.ould request that they not publicize anything 
that . had been taken. Well, it never sh:Jwed up, w-e canned everyt.lung 
for days, looking to see if there was any in:iication that saneone had 
sane material, and it never ; showed up.: I told Hutchinson the next 
morning the first thing arout it, Pcdino was informed arout it, I rr.ade 
a statanent I guess the following day, but I was sorely anbarassed 
to say the least. From that µ)int on, I refused to take my. l:xx)ks out-
side. I left than at my desk and had them put a¼ra.y until the final 
weeks. I was so . distraught a.rout _tha\ wrole episode that I -felt-:.very~·, 
cynical·,._alx:Jut _the rep:>rters and -all·· tHat. I fust felt t.hat a first 
class ref()rter '¼DUld never have done sanething like that, tmt it kind 
ol soured me on the press. Let me get back to your original question, 
this is a little divergence fran· it. The only thi.11g I looked for from 
the press is triat if they quoted me. I wanted to make sure t'lat it was 
accurate - that t,.i,.ey "v,Duld not take SCir'e things out of context. Aside 
from that I didn't read the long stories. 
DPS - Now the very fact that the press singled you out being the new first 
Republican to favor irnpeachrr.ent - did that have any particular effect 
on you? 
·wsc - 1':ell, sure, it had ari impact on me. I found myself during the course 
f
~ Me n!J,:::,--rs. l\1hen ~ l(X)_k bad: ~ough the questions nrn-~;.:I ~ 7gs=as .ai\1'.~K\ . 
~ disappointed '1.-ri.th -the -~ality-of -the·-questions coming fran ~ ; side_;_:,.J _\ r, 
of proceedings taking a much more active role than rrost of the other B · 
If they are really interested_in .getting the truth, they they ought to ~ 





WSC - a prosecutor when a \·Iitness didn 't ring true then I usually went 1.,, ..,\v; 
after a ·wi.tness~. t·!it.'1 9 ' ..Bri~,- :fo;-_~11Ple ;E..I .-toought-he;:'was;J.yiii:] ·] -.J--1 - ~ 
·So was Bittman;', in my; opinibn. But you were kind of constrained, 1t 
yrni 15nly got: your ~five miimtes and t here \•.ias one i:nint during the ques- · 
tioning of O'Brien \-:here rrr.1 five minutes ran out and rufl&:asked"ithat-
Coeoo!.be~ allo\.<~~~ :. Proceed :and Hutchinson""''sald : !.'oo) " The only reason 
that I got rrore time is that Trent ,;,.:ras outside either rr.akirig ·or get-
ting sanething and he came in and I said "~~t~J w,tt) ::\\ou_ld ")'OU:Y!e!q. 
-mc:.:your::.µqie :- ~ and., he.' had no _notjpn:,what-was . g~~g ~an;:Jlli;l;,y~~~ 
rne'::hls-::tirr,e'.:.arir I ;pursued from . that noint on :'-1.:.And plus :..i t ::i=rcis'canbar~ 
rassmg ,%.I :SUppos2·~a-:..1H:t.le,....-bit- tlla t~t.~e~~r~r-of ½:he ... 'Dsrocrat1c 
' sid~ "E!re ·~yielding"Zfhefr >:time fume. It's not always exactly a plus 
in your favor. But I felt that there were questions that had to be 
asked that ·were not being asked and I was going to ask t.lian regard-
{ less of ,;.vhat the other people thought aJ:::out it. And the other thing 
;f is, that knOW':ing that you've been singled out creates counter pres'"". 
J sures. The counter pressures being t.11at you know that your questions 
,f carry less weight. Even though you may think that you are getting at 
· delicate r,oints that ought to be pursued, if t.'1-iey ahve already dis-
-i , missed you based up:m press reµ:>rts, saying "well, he's J::een singled. 
i 
I out", then you J:,.ave the notion that no matter ,vhat the validity of 
1 your :point, no one is paying attention during your side. But I just 
1 . • never .felt satisfied wit."1 our questions beinq asked on our side. 
j ;; Or even on the other side for that matter. Waldie, for example, I 
, , • · thought, ·was always a very geed example, but he v.1as so partisan that 
even I couldn't accept his questioning to really get at the truth, 
but I knew that his questions 'M'.)uld be dismissed just like many times 
mine "70uld be on my side. 
WSC - Let me try to clarify that I don't leave the impression that my 
colleagues were less roncerned arout searchinf for the truth. That was 
my perception at the time, I think that .I didn't fully appreciate in 
the past row partisanship !1.ad rolored perhaps the debates and the per-
fonnance of the Ccmni ttee. There was a very strong undercurrent of 
partisanship in Congress and also in the Ccrrrni ttee. I have never had 
a::rne into contact with it .and therefore, it had never troubled me. 
There were definitely partisans on the Dahocratic side, just as there 
were on our side. They were concerned about the truth but t.riey also 
had this feeling that someh::>w that if this situation were reversed, and 
they had a Derrocratic President and under similar cirCUI1'.l.Stances you 
wouldn't have the :imJ.:::eachment resolution being heard by the Rodino 
Ccmt1ittee... That was always tmderlying. 
DFS - I had one final question on the factors outside of the Congress, 
and t.hat is your wife ...• 
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DFS - i·buld you care to connent on that? 
WSC - I think that you should probably talk to her. 
DFS - ~7e've l:een thinking of this. t,;11,.at's your idea, when we get to 
Hilton Head, of simply asking the seven ·wives with prior okays 
to },.ave a group session - group or individual - much short~ of 
course ·_ vihat ,;-;ould your reaction be to that? 
vlSC - I say fine. I don't like speaking for Diane. She is a snall petite 
person with a reckl:one of steel. She watched all of the Watergate 
hearings and rrore of the factual inforrration. I didn't watch any 
of the Watergate hearings but one night. I caught a p:>rtion when 
F'.rogh was testifying. Mayl:e just a flash of Haldeman. I didn't 
pay any attention to it at all, where she knew every detail reckwards 
and forwards. She takes a very accute interest in natioanl affairs 
and she reads al:out everythin and I never t-ried to intervene but she 
is very stronq. Even when the pressure got really tough, she ,;,,as 
always there to say, "You dic. the right thing. " 
DFS - Once the Ix:>ar evidence began on the 9th of Hay, did you discuss the 
thing ·with her? · 
wsc - •. I_,~ er ...discussed .:.1 twith her,. I ,;.;ould q;iscuss__:_sane.:of• t:he"'pressure& 
that ·were generated fran day to day. She attended rrost of the hear-
ings that were open to the public. But I don't recall ever discussing 
any details with her but there is _  on~gl).~,':"c!f~,t.!l~s o~: p,n:~-
-ing · ·a -1etter to .. th~ !>resident: :..; I .. went: ait-::to-:-':have ·a-.:-rollple :c,f,.drliil<s 
with Fails (F.ailsback) that night. I wasp~~, frari}..l.y, at 
be being placed out by ffi'IJself and all tli.at. I ,..,as angry in the sense that 
how cane privately you say ti.11.at it isn't compliance and when it came 
to the public vote, t.hey voted np. I felt that they were putting· ire 
in a pJsition of number one of having beP_n labeled that "'ray anyway and 
then being forced to then confinn it. And I was- angry_witli:F-ails' in 
particular [laughter]. I just had to get out of that roan tr..e re- · 
p:::>rters kept running up and they wanted interviews and I said, "no, I · 
don't want to talk with anyl:od.y. " So I ducked out the back door. I 
tried to go in the reek door of the I.ong\•;orth and the door was locked. 
Joe Perchit was outside and said, "Bill ,_I ,,..tjµnk .that ._they ..... are-_tryi.ng--:-.;, 
to __ tell":~~e~j-" So, then I had to go around, up to the 
front door. In the meantime I got back to ey office, Rails had called 
up and said come on to the Hawk and D:>ve and he ·was there ,;-,ith a couple 
of staff people and Bell EeJ:l'Tlelin. 
'IM - Yes, I was there too . . 
c~ 
( 
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WSC - I was pretty dovm at the time and I th.ink that I rad ~ l:-eers and 
he was having a gcxxi time, kind of needling me. I just finally got 
up and left and went hone. And I remember - I got ba.ck a.rout one 
o'clock , tiptoed up the stairs and I guess I said, "I've just done the 
hardest thing in my whole career tonight." "I know" she said, "But 
it was the right tlring." I tried not to wake her up that night. That 
-·was a ~tough ~te:_that_night; -: as tough. c!s ·the -ulciftlate:;'vo~ '.I~t:lunk. 
The President was saying, take it or leave it, on !-bnday night, all 
the matf>...rial stacked up and there was always tha.t party pressure and 
that peer pressure. It was the r.ardest tlring to cofu~ont. People 
can:ing up during the course of the debate on romething and saying, 
I understant that you're out to get him - you are the one leading the 
charge against the President. And. I said, "why do you say that?'1 , 
Well, just because" and I said "you mean because I'm trying to ask 
the right type of questions to get at the truth." But it was always 
that notion of, well, here he comes and of turning away. Isola~ 
by _tpe oth:!r Manbers. , .. ·· That was the nost·_difficult-point;-I ~gµess. -_ _... .... ---~•.-· - ... ~ . ,.__ .... -- : . 
SL - Which of all the evidence . did you oonsider the rrost helpful and the 
most oonvincing? 
w"SC - The evidence assembled? I think the material dealing ·with the 
agency ~,~_was:the rrost::'impressiye._ The IRS-I'BI thing was even 
more impressive. ~r :wasi{•:f 'at a ll irnpressed -~with our efforts; I guess. 
The l:x:x:>ks _were· helpful ~in compi,1.ing everyt:hilig-:~t I took -the Water-
gate Cornnittee materials and I related that, I read every one of 
tlx:>se volumes. Before each time I · \o.OU.ld go back the evening before 
and read the test:ira:my over in the Senate and then read wha,t the 
Carmittee rad done with its interrogation and then related it to the 
l:Dok. I read "All the President's l--'l..en" twice, .I th.ink just to find 
out anything that was different than what saneone had said in the 
Senate or sanething that we hadr and had that all integrated I don't 
know if I can !X)int to any one tlring that was that impressive. 
SL - Did you talk with any manl:::ers of the Judiciary Cormrittee at all or the 
staff people that ~Drked on it? 
WSC - I didn't even talk to any rranl:::ers on our side - that ·was the strange 
thing al:out it. ijone of _us r~lly 9 j.scussecL this until -the .Y~---end-
TM - At one fX)int you did engage with sane briefings with cates? 
WSC - Yes, at the very end. He came up to my house on a Sunday. I think 
that Diane was back in Maine with the l:oys. Ham Fish wanted to get 
together and we invited Cates, and we had b.-.o or three minority counsel 
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TM - Cates rode his bicycle out t.'-1ere! 
(Laughter) 
, , ... 
WSC - I was impressed by the way, with Cates on his presentation during that 
long session; I ma.de notes that day • . I was impressed ,;.,ith him going 
back to the initial coverup facet of it, what facts to look for and 
what ·was persuasive and what was not. I was vecy ii.-npressed with · his 
organization of tr.at rna.terial. · 
'lN - How lJll?)rtant were the tapes, in :your opinion? 
WSC ~ .Oh .. very. crucial. 
DFS - Crucial? 
wsc - Crucial. 
/ 
SL - Could there have l::een a clear and convincing case built, having no 
tapes? 
\'v'SC - I _do~it. Without the tapes you have no transcripts, right? Hith-
out the transcripts you were..left with John 'Dearr and 'the :President-: Jo- - __ ,,__,_ .. ___ -·· --~.._......jj _ ,.- _, 
DFS - .:.In your opening statement that Thursday night, you anphasized very, 
very much the strength of circumstantial evidence. 
~ 
WSC - Yes, well, I was getting concerned with my oolleagues on the floor 
saying "what the hell are you guys doing over there? All you got is 
circumstantial evidence. '' The layman's definition of circumstantial 
evidence is a bit different fran that of a lawyers' and all I tried to 
point out is that rrost-:-:of your.:-cases are bui].t •·~ .:circtnrist:afitial-evi-
. dence,: aj!n;:>st~every~crirninal:~case •. -kYou- rarely::llave :an ~~tness tot 
the"'"'~ 'and you build it up:m solid inferences and circumstantial _ 
evidence and finally trace it to the accused. You rarely get that 
eye witness. It just - to answer this - :rrountin:J criticisn by sorre of 
my colleagues, saying "what are you guys doing over there, you're tak-
ing so long, why don't you get this thing over with?" And of course, 
tr.at was because of their concern that the longer that this went on, 
the -clO_$er .;:it, came .tn !election: tirne). and which every r,,.,ay they voted, 
they knew that they were going to damage t.li.enselves with a certain part 
of the electorate arrl that they \-uuld have that less time to repair 
the damage, that they \~uld have tr.at little time they were pushing for 
a. .quick decision. And r,,..,e \-uuld say, r,,..,ell \-Je have got to take our tine, 
we have really got to do a tmrough job, we won't be satisfied with:mt 
that and -then ~ criticism came: from all - you've got only circum-
stantial evidence. Of course, Chuck Wiggins is the one I think that, 
whJ was p:rorroting this. But what I tried to do is to say that, yeah, 
we've got sane circumstantial evidence, but circumstantial evidence 
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viOC - point out t he e.v.a.r:iple of the Dean testinony. P..s we went out the 
doors after listening to the tapes on Dean ·we. were just grabbed 
by every ref()rter, "Did he say, get the hell out of here, or god 
damn it"? What was the expletive? The g;,ess ~~ .Jf.Qgl~~i-on.;f 
_na:ture _of~ -~l~tiye. Was it "goddarrm-it" or was it "Jesus 
Christ." And I think you had 38 different versions of what was 
!il.id, and that is just arout an example of the traditional falla-
cies involved in tenns of eye--wi tness testinony. The old exarrple 
at Chicago University during the course of a lecture the professor 
brought a scene where someone was sh:x:rtbB someone else and he asked 
them to recound exactly wb.at happened and he had alr.lost total diver-
sity. 
DFS - I do that ever-.1 sµ-ing. 
/ 
W3C - Of course, th::>se of us wtx:> were involved in trying cases,: kn:>w tha.t 
reasonable people see different tlrings arrl so forth, but sanetimes, you 
get a piece of circumstantial evidence which is far rrore conclusive. 
The SfPW.,.W?s one ·cµ10logy tr.at I tried to denonstrate tha.t with and I 
found ·tha.t the public ··reaction to that even with the people on the 
floor, was-werwhelrnirlg. - "C--ee, •I've never th:::mght al:xJut tha.t before, 







SL - You already mentioned O'Brien am Bittner, what was your reaction ·to . 
Mitchell? _ 1 D I / -- 1,, ' 
Mitchell ',;::--r di&-;tthink was entirely forth:anmg, I ·went up and ~ l~1 wsc -
talked to I-A..itcnelr during the course of his testimony, I had never ..,v ! I 
met him l:efore (I guess I didn't think tr.at his statanents were qui I 
as flagrant as EOme of the others. O'Brien I thought was ~ing. Es "! 
pecially after I started asking him questions, he kept turning to 
connsel to see whether he sh:::mld ahSM:r and Bi ttrrai:i ·was a very sparp ! . 
guy. Dean, I didn't ~think· told tlE : truth alx:mt.-.tha& ita1r~$ J:<whe ! ' 
forgot tjlat J~-had-destroyaj. --~ r 
· SL Henry Peterson, ,mat do you feel his position was? 
~iSC - I guess I really .••• he didn't say all that much. I didn't agree 
with rome of his conclusions, but I guess any of the witnesses -
I really wasn't too satisfied with them. 
SL - Butterfield? 
WSC - Butterfield was a l:elievable witness. Although I ::_tix,ught,"'}Je: jurnpec1 
too quickly at the notion, that "I 'm--:-not peep7Throat•1. He called 
Haldemann the Vice President or SOITe thing of that nature, 5e(X)nd in 
comnand, and said that I'm not Deep Throat, he obviously had read -. 
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I 
.u.•1 - .U.l~. · \:, £; : '"'8 Ka.1-'!-.-~1,? - ~ ,,, ; 
~ - ~gki - he was critical, but I guess I was just disapp::>inted in ~~ . i 
This nian leaked to me like ·when I used to go to the movies as a kid, 
the man who had the white house, and a nice man. really, and an insurance 11· 
job or sanething, rut sanel:ody who is just going around . with a black 
bag ari..d passing out the amrassadorships, simply on good faith. I -~' 
didn 't-:feally~--sympathize with hilµ rrudh, I guess. But I thc,,µgh~ was I 
really truthful. Wm else? ~ =-~..§!-::-;!:.._~},:;rttunK~teJ-Iirij:~ 
- tru~.!-"' 
[FS· - v:ell, _ passing on to. ~ own relationships. to other menl:-ers. 0£ the 
C'.amtittee. For exarrple, say on the lOtn:'of..:'Jtily,;arrl1~ ~ ~ f N ~~, 
there were u-.o Republican caucuses,. I believe. On l::oth occasions,. I 
think, Hutchinson, for all practical purF,Oses, said he just was un-
able to uooerstand the F,epubl.icans wlD could vote for :ir.ipeachnent. 
Was that pretty :rm:ch directed - the first time - at you? 
WSC - . I felt so. 
DFS - What was your reaction? 
wsc - I was al:out to resporrl and I kn:Jw .. Railsback..:sa-ULs:rcetlui:~_g. We were 
then again definding LTenner, or I was defending Jenner based upon 
sanething that he had done. He seaned to have a capacity to get him-
self into rrore~ trouble - alrrost delil::erately at tin-es - I -was in the 
process of definding him. That was not the original understanding 
under which he was hired, ~ were looking for s:::rneone with qualifica-
tions in the academic credentials, arrl trial experience, ~ didn't 
look for scmeone who was simply going to be a partisan advocate. I 
think that was the p::,int of the conversation on one of those occasions '-
and then it cam back to what Hutchinson said, "I can't .believe that a 
Pepublican \'.Ould vote for irrq:eacl'Jnent. You better find out wh:> they 
are." I know that was directed toward me. And Failsback slipped in 
and said s:mething as to that's h:iw' I 1m going to vote and I got even 
rrore heated. I think Chuck Wiggins· broke i t off·:a£:.trat-rtl9]Jtt,. We 
then had a lunch, as I recall at the capitol Hill Club that day. 
Railsback, myself, Ham and Paul had lunch at the capitol Hill Club 
that day to talk al:out the inplications of what Hutchinson had said. 
I think they were concerned al::xJut what he was saying at that ~int. 
DFS - \\ould you corrrnent on Jenner? So many people had taken obviously dif-
ferent views on him, do you think he did the job for which he was 
hired? 
i,isc - Yes, I do. As I und.erstcx::xi it when he first came on, there was no 
talk of simply l::eing a partisan advocate, as I recall. They had sane · 
apprehensions al:out Doar - that he \'.DUld simply be what t.l-iey call a 
Kennedy - Republican, I guess is the pha.rase they used to descr~ him. 
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WSC - they were looking for sane one to balance him but there \'1a.S no dis-
cussion al:out his qualifications, academic credentials, or tr1.al . 
experience, arrl very well known, reputed and so forth, so t.hat 
it \o.Ould enhance our own p::,sition. B:1,Usb3~ was:resfi)usffifE?fo 
"g~~:J"_~er-.~ .I;rtl~,..J~•~ e::sg:ne~i:imtially. He 
·never sfioulcthave made a rm.stake in what he did al:out what -was an 
impeachable offense. He at least :rne with us, and at least reviewed 
the rnaterial. But I thought Jenner made a bad error in expressing 
himself publicly arrl I think he damaged himself with the other Menlbers 
. of the Corrmittee wr.o wanted to get rid of him- :irrr..ediately from that 
i::o-int on., but felt ~,!.,_~~½~~ ~ :--- I ~ that he made a rrist.ake 
when on O~Q~tre.:rcrua_al:,,.ru.gnE§ ,m e ti:5okf6~and went to Texas on a 
long standing corrmitment. That was the night that I:bar got torn apart 
when Wiggins destroyed him and rightfully so. And Jenner wasn't there 
at the time. He was down in Texas rnaJdnJ a speech, and making public 
stataoonts, I think that he did enought things that could have war-
ranted his dis:nissal in terms of public statements on hehalf of the 
council which put him in a very difficult fX)sition in tenns of repre-
. senting us, serving as counsel. yet going his own indef€11dent way. But 
I think as far as what he tried to do in the investigation, I think 
was the right thing. · .._ 
DPS - Did the White Eouse ever hany any oon~cts with you during the spring 
or last sumner? · 
WSC - There was one occasion in which 1=£ey:;i.nviteq.:~ : to·:go-:_on_"flie: Sequcjia.1 
on which Railsback made·· his..,· f~__:ptatanent. 'I\..u occasions, one I 
turned down, the other time they invited me. There -was one call 
I received, fran the White House al::out an appointment or sane fOSi-
tion in New England. 
DFS - Weren't you kind of disinvited to the Sequoia the second tllne? 
~JSC - Scrnething happened, I have to go back and review that, sanething 
happened where I was called and they called back and said tli.at no there 
isn't any roan or sanething to tli.at effect. .And I had no intention 
of going anyway and then Railsback picked it up and said that if you 
did go, the first tirre in shark infested waters ••••• But I :ti.ad tried 
to stay away from any connection because it might be misconstrued. 
SL - Just how did you view Mr. ~ -,·Clair.,s performance? 
wsc - ..-r ~think.!that ?!:.;2icl;__an..::~ en~_:job::up :::lmtil_~tjle ,:f..._inal:...:__day. 
And then r ··think that he TIE.de one of the v~rst mistakes of his caireer. 
And that ·was when, after making a beautiful surura.tion, I thought it was 
one of the rr.ost effective I had seen, he offered a partial transcript 
of the tape that we were after and it just provoked outrage and I 
th:Jught just wipei out the effectiveness of the presentation that he 
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WSC - do it. ¥.,Ji_..tr.ialj 'attorney, ~?I ,,th:rught, ::he was""superior=to"!D'.Jar 
-ornJenner-. in terms of his ey.amination ond. cross-examination in 
t.'1e·manner he w"Ent al:out it, looking at it from a technician's 
t=0int of view. Jenner I thought laJ::orious as he was, was an old 
trial attorney who had been through a lot of cases -and you ·got to 
dot every i and cross every t. And it was :p3.inful at tirr.es. _Our 
side was smuting at him alsrrost to stop rut he kept going and go-
ing. So, it's a lot easier in tenns of cross-examining e~iall y 
saneone like St. Clair \•Jr..o is very geed at it. He is a very skilled 
cross-examiner. But there were sane thin;s that I just couldn't 
believe, like 2.t one i;x:>i.."lt he's asking O'Brien did anyone ever men-· 
tion the \..Ords to :yuu quid pro quo, did anyone ever call th.is 
"hush rroney" and he said , "no s ir , no sir." Then you had people 
like .r-'!cClary behirrl us who was saying that we affirm what St. Clair 
just said that on one mentioned quid pro quo arrl no one mentioned 
hush rroney. He has a copy of the transcript in front of him which 
clearly shows that they },..ad been talkin:J abJut this for a gocxi 
man rnany m:mths. And then .M:::Clory askin:J questions knowing that -we had 
reen through the testinnny. I just kind of had to look over zey 
sh:Julder and say, "My God the transcripts are sitting in front of 
him!" That is why I asked O'Brien the question, "I've assumed that 
you },..ave read those transcripts?" "Yes, I :ti..ave." And I said based 
ui;:cn your reading of t.l-ie transcripts do you still rraintain tha.t . 
Eli.rlichrnan didn't know anythl.n9 al:out it? And he said, which sec-
tion are you refen:ing to? I just left it :tecause ·I d..idn 't wmt l 
him to eat up my five minutes going through which section. 
SL - In view of your, what almost happened early on when you lost sane of 
the papers, what was your reaction to the constant leaks; 
WSC - I ··tbought ~they w::)Ul_d _destroy the crerlibility of .:.:the Conmittee. I was 
coocerned a.l:out it. I made public statements al:out it, I think, to 
several reporters, and they were asking al:::out it, and I said that tie 
Corrrnittee deserves to be criticizerl, it is an unfair thing that is 
taking place, an::i I always had the suspicion frankly, that the news 
media had access to the re[X)rts or~ infonration before~ ever 
did. There was time after time, after I v.0uld corne out of that rcx:rn 
an::i a reI_:Orter v;ould ask me a question aJ::out which he had to have 
prior knowledge. He -would then recite a line -- it was directly 
out of the transcript that ·we had just teen reviewing. He had to have 
sane prior knowle:ige. I just felt that because of the leaks an::i what 
happen.i..-1g that the credibility of ~ Ccmnittee was be;i.ng seriously 
ercderl. I might say that :giy _staff_took quite ,.a::bri.mt '.:"tro. People 
from the National Cornnittee userl to say to Betty tf'.at your boss is 
the only one; every}:x:xiy else is tcgether but your l::oss arrl this cre-
ated quite a bit of pressure on her, but she is a very strong Repub-
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TM - Now tJ1e r.techanics of t..11e coalition? It was difficult to tr.1 to put 
this tcgether, I didn It really take notes as to \'ID was present 
arrl wtn ·was stayin:f a".vay at any one time. But going back a little 
before tie acb.lal first meeting on Tuesday rrorning, to the best 
of your recollection what was the earliest fX>Ssibly informal con-
versation that you nay have had with any members of the so-called col 
aJalition al::out that type of activity? 
~lSC - The first contact that I had was with Railsback. We had a little bit 
of a confrontation one evening when I got angry wit..'1 rum arrl walked 
away. 
'IM - At what time was this? In relation to .t-bnday_ or TueSJay? 
WSC - It was a little earlier than that. This was during the course of the 
witnesses. We were actually havinJ dinner with Stan (?) and Rails. 
We had kiirl of a conversation an:l Tan at that :r:oint rrade sane refer-: 
ence, "MD knows, I might be with :you." And I v-iOI1 't repeat what I 
said to him at that time. But I said that I remember tow you 'M:re 
with me 1:E.ck on the letter to the President. I don't put too much · 
stock in ·where you are and furth:!rnore, I don't care, it was that 
kind of a conversation. But that was protably the first meeting that 
I had any contact. We had never really discussed any of this c:m:Jng 
ourselves. Tan got concerned with an ·article by_ Pincij.ls. In fact while 
I was interrogating O'Brien, he leane:i over to' rre · after the testiirony 
and said, "Gee, that's a great job, cane on outside, I want to talk 
to you." After I had finished examining O'Brien, -we -went out into the 
side rcx::rn, into your office, and he showed me a copy of Pinckus' 
article pertaining to the turning over of info:rnation to t.l-ie grarrl 
jury. Pinckus had written an article that had appeared fu._ the Post 
of the propriety of turning over grand jury infonration al:out Peter-
son to tbe President. That was ~ .first tjma 'I'trn -sa.id# - 11tru.s_0~lly 
troubles me." I don't recall talking al::x::>ut it, this was the first 
tiir.e that -we had discussed any evidence. We didn't talk again until 
one time I was on ~the floor with_Fl~ and .I said, "Sanewhere along 
the way -we ought to sit down and perhaps talk al::out it. "You know 
Flowers is the Dem:x::ratic Pailsback; they are very much alike in 
personality and life style. "W'ny don't -we get together sorretirr..e and 
just talk al::out this thing." I haven't got the date, I'll have to go 
back arrl look for it, rut that was a ·week or ten days prior iJ:?. ·9\,lr~ 
meet.ii}g • • 
™ - Was to you the coalition a natural event? An inevitable occurance? 
That these seven \-.Ould car.e together? 
WSC - I never gave it a th::mght. I did not really think al:out a Coalition 
I didn't thing al:out being with anyl:ody else or how anyone else was 
going to vote. I think that I had so steeled myself to say that what 
ever I do, I'll probably 1..--e left alone or tli.at there °t'~uldn't l:e any-
1:ody else t.'1-iere wh:> cared at that fX)int. I had reconciled myself to 
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back in my district and to explain to my constituents, arrl as I said 
r -truly _f~t that I '\'X:)Uld-mt be ..bac;k. But what I was more concerned 
wit.ri was that I did what I felt -was right. I didn't really care what 
others did. But I had 54 percent, I think t."-le first time. 
I really didn't think about a Coalition. '1\-.o nights later we're on _ 
television - AEC ne~rk and M:Clory, Kastenrneier and myself and 
Vi'.::.'Clory was kind o f bac-ing av.:ay fran his notebook and saying "Well, 
I didn't thiP ... ~ it was compliance, 1:ut I thi..nJ,: Uiis is t..11e route to g_o. " 
The whole b.1-1.ing sort of shifted at that point. I just felt t hat I 
didn't know hoH they v;ere going to vote and I felt Fails ,;.-.,as going 
to have a tough decision tecause of his district, Fish had _Froblerns 
wit.½ J:,J:s . fatr.ier, didn't know ·wba:t Cald,;,~'ell was going to do, clidn' t 
even inquire. I know that most of the other ones ~e going to vote 
"no• II 
I think it was a Friday l::efore the Tuesday when John !:bar circulated 
a SJ-called drafts of different articles in a black notel::xx>k_and I 
believe that was the first time "We actually were able to see in 
writing language of potential articles of irnpeachnent. Ix:> you recall , 
your reactions to reading tmse articles? J'o / Vi 
wsc ~- Well, the .. first articles that I think I saw w'ere Ja._ck -B~~ ' S&'.';""WhiCJil JJ : 
I ·th:.,tight v.-ere h::>rr~us. · As I recall I made a statanent to !:bar and J I J 
Jenner one evening, a few days prior to the presentation that I felt i 
that if there ~er~ going to re impeachable offenses ,they could only 
cane under b..o headin:;s, abuse, arrl the other ,;.vas the coverup. Those 
were the tv~ general categories, if you sat down and put these out in 
the W:ty of an indictment. I said I just don't think that's appropri-
ate sanething to that effect. But in my own mind I had to separate 
the allegations into abuse, ar.rl the covenip. 
'IM - Had you put anyt.rrir.g in wirting up to that p::iint? Did you have any 
th:Jughts of about that time: "Here are drafts of p::>tentia.l articles 
it's Friday, we're going on TV the following Wednes:lay, any of these 
or sorre of these? 
WSC - I r.ad assurr.ed that ,:,-vas already done. When w-e got together we just 
taLlced in terms of ·which one we thought we could accept and which 
one we could mt. But in view of the preparations by D:Jar fran day 
one up until his final surrmation, .. it j u_st -dia -nc51:.- occiii! tb _ne,:tha:t;. 
they didn '·t --have::"snething SJ;elled -out. 
.... _.,., _,a.. 
'll1 - Ix:> you recall h::>w you got to Pailsback' s off ice? How did you learn 
of t.'le meeting in Pailsh:l.ck's office. 
\VSC - I t.'1ink that you probably told me, saying that were ,:,-vas going to re 
a meeting over there between same of the people and I ,;.,as surprised at 











DFS - You were surprised? 
WSC - I did., 't know wh:> WdS going to be over there. I tlought nay be . 
Flowers, may be Pay Thornton. I had tremendous arrount of respect 
for~~ - a kind of a mutual admirtltion scciety, I guess. He 
hag,._~~eed during the <::aurse of the hearings that if,..I !:ev~'\'"wanted ; 
~~~ ~eld:hisl:'°time~~ . So I th:mght.~ Flowers, 
and ThJrnton t-.ut1ld be there and I th:>ught Rails, of course, ~d be 
there arrl myself azrl fOSSibly Fish. 
'I'M - Wmt al:out Henry Smith? 
~ - · No, r never thought Henry \~uld be t here. 
DFS .- Or l-tCJ.ocy? 
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TM - This is the serond interview with Congressrran Cohen - present 
are Congressnan Cohen, Steve Lynch, Torn .M::xmey, June 20, . 1975, 
aP'2rox:irnate time l : 4 5 p .m. : 
WSC - The spe:;ial prosecutor last tirne, that's the copy of . the article · 
that I was referri.T'lg to. The other tlring, is I believe the IDs 
Angeles Times. I '11 make a copy of this - this is the article 
to the Globe, it will be coming out on the Fourt of July or on 
Nixon's the anniversary of f'is resignation. But I thought it might 
be of interest to you. 
'IN - It irur, . .irrleed. 
t>v1SC - I don't know if you need that material on the Ford confonnation or 
not - the whole thi.T'lg arout Judge Byrne? 
'IM - I think that is - I think that lays a foundation for some of your 
thinking in that area. ; It started considerably earlier. 
WSC - Let's see, pages 44, 45, 81 and 82 and 83 - tlat's sane of the 
stuff on Ford. 
. : ~ 
, 
'Ii'1 - I '11 get tlat out of my l:x:ok, ver.:1 good. 
r·· WSC - I think that covers the tone, the type. of examination I w::,uld conduct. 
"-- .· 
.. .... . 
'IM - Yes, indeed. -: 
,,. 
SL - I thin."<. I recall runn.in3" around trying to firrl that 1:ook for you 
during the Ford proceeding. --
TH - We left off last tine with the mechanics of the coalition. C-0.:ing back 
to ·when you first recall being approached and by wh:rn arrl row you 
wsc - · 
ended up in P.ailsl::ack 's office and I IDuld like to direct your atten-
tion, if I nE.Y to, section "Chronology" in your 1:ook. It was dif,fi-
cul t to try to put this all together, as far as the diffeEent neetings, 
wti..ether or not they cccurred in sane instances and then who -was present. 
I didn't ·write down the notes tlE.t I ,..ould have noramlly taken as a corm-
sel to a sul:x::arnmittee. Things l::eing as chaotic as they \>.'ere, I tr:j.ed 
to prirrarily get the substance as far as what people were saying. 
Looking at Tuesday morning July 23, my recollection is that you were 
very definitely there and IDuld you want to camnent on your .impres-
sions of that first meeting in .~s_back's office. · · 
I gue~, I was SUI1?rised at row many were there and who -were there. 
Obviously, Railsback i•;auld. be there, I ~ught, Flo\--;ers were and pos-
sibly Thornton. I don it recall if I know 'Whether Mann ~d be 
there, I -didn 1 t expect to see Butler there. Mr. Froehlich ,;,;asn 't 
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~,;sc - the casualness of it, I guess. I walke:l t.ru:ough the door and I 
went and sat down l:::ehi.nd Tan's chair. Someone . flipped me, I guess it 
was :i"OU, flipfErl me a coffee roll. 
TM - I did, it was a Danish or something. 
iv'SC - A Danish, ar.d I was sitting behind there. Torn had that long table 
in front of his desk where everytxxiy was sitting down and I was sit-
ting back 
'll-1 - And eve...-rylxxiy gatrered around you. 
WSC - I just kind of was :impressed wit.J.-i the spirit of the :elace, it was 
verc..z casual, "well, let's just sit down an::l see where we are,." 
it was very informal. If :i10U shake it all d6wn, I think that 'WaS 
Flo,..er's expression, if you take a bag upside down and durrp it all out 
'What have you got? Is there anything that we can agree on that a:msti-
tutes an impeachable offense. I think that we discussed Jack Brook's 
.impeachnent articles that we tlnught "Were preposterous as drafted 
and could not 1:e supported. by any of us there. We just started a very 
info:r:rnal way of saying what our arguments are and what is troubling to 
all of us and I think that . is al:out all that I can recall of that meet-
ing. 
'IM -- Did you expect to see saneb:xiy there wto wasn't there? Ctr.er nanl:::ers 
of the Ccmnittee rnayl:e? / 
~B: - Was Harn Fish there: was he at the first meeting? 
'lM - Yes, he was. 
'-
WSC - I know tr.at we were. There was sane concern on whether we stould in-
vite McClory. He was pretty inhumane of us to say no, but Tan felt 
under sane obligation to infonn hi..'!1 of what we were doing. 
'Il1 - On Wednesday, I think I made a mistake here. I definitely recall you 
being there Hednesday :rrorning when the Sul:x:::crnnittee met and they star-
ted to hash out the different drafts, Wednesday afternoon it was very 
chaotic as :i"OU recall. 7 :30 p.m. on J;vednesday the debate was 
supposed to start. And they gathered in Failsback I s office at approxi-
mately 2 :30 p.m. The meeting started and in my initial reaction I did 
not include you in taht meeting but on second ttought, this canes back 
and I \\Ould like to search :i70ur recollection on u.at. It was at this 
meeting that we received a plnne call fran Frank Polk, wherein Frank 
said that he urrlerstood there · are a number of men.l::ers gathering and 
and actually drafting articles and that he i-ntld like to advise us that 
he was drafting an article for Nr. Clo.ry and wanted to know whether or 
not !<k:Clory could come over somethi.11.g and I went back to tli..at group 
·with that message and my recollection is that you weren't there at that 
time. 
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TM - I came back and I gave them the message, that Mr. McClory 
was working on an article too and whether or not he could 
join or what not and there was considerable discussion at 
that point but it was decided by the group that they would 
send over their work file at th~ date to McClory to look at, 
nere it gets fuzzy. 
WSC - I came in late I think that day. 
TM - Okay. 
wsc 
TM 
I did co~e in cause we were discussing how we were going to 
carry it out that night and still working on the assumption 
that all this backup data would be avail,ble we got through 
ar t icle one and then we fig u r e d th a t we wouls still have 
enough time the next day to get through article two. We 
wouldn't finish the debate that evening on article one so 
we thought we would have some time as, '. I ·rec~ll, not givein 
any thought to the strategy of ·sandman. 





over to McClory a draft of its work? Did you learn that as ~ ! 
you came in late? · v'rr. 
wsc -
r¥1· 
I wasn ' t too concerned, Mcclory didn't matter to me whethe~ }-t ! 
he started or what he did. I just figured that there 
0 
I' 
was a wasted effort to begin with. ,'1 t was a case of --
well I don't want you to record this so I won't say it I 
guess. ~ · 
TM - I think that it's already been recorded -1by other members, 
your react~on is what I'm after, your reaction to th~- news 
the draft of an article had been delivered to McClory? Do 
you r~call any statement that you might have made? 
WSC - Does someone else recall a statement that I made? 
TM - Several sources. (very much jumbled talk and laughter) 
In particular you were very vocally concerned that it was 
let out to Mr. McClory who you thought at some point might 
have a tendency to disclose it to people that might not 
beas interested in what we were doing as you would hope. 
WSC - I'm sure that I said something, but I can't remember 
what I said though -- what did others say that I said? 
TM - Well they say that you actually said that you were very 
alarmed that when it was sent to McClory it's as good as 
printed in the Washington Post the next morning, you said 
it'~ as good as out, it's public. 
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WSC - Why when MCClory didn't want any part · of that particular 
group, we had communicated to hira. That just troubled me, 
I gue$s. 
TM - Do you recall being at that afternoon meeting? 
WSC - Only briefly. I know that I didn't go on time? 
TM - I know from my recollection you came in late. You came in 
late and you nodded and you were there working for awhile 
and then you had somehow learned, discovered that the McClory 
had received the draft. And my _recollection that at ~ that point 
l I --- J..,D 
·i(i lu( wsc -
TM 
you expressed some discomfort at letting that out. 
I'·a sure that's true. As to wh a t th ey say I s•id ~ I have to 
reserve the right to disagree. Tone it down, I don't know 
how we are going to write this thing up but he was not one 
of my favorite subjects of the Committee. I was upset with 
his attitude during ~he course of the examination · that we 
talked about last time ·where O'Brien would make a statement 
that I thought was the first time that he had learned any of 
this and the transcript is sitting there and McClory is · asking 
him a question, arid gave the impression he was just getting 
fnto it, right? That sort of question offended me, I g~ess. 
Going down through these meetings, do you ah, there were two 
evening meetings, dinners, that you .bad at the Capitol Hill 
Club. The first I do not have you listed as being present, 
Thursday, July 25th, this was after almost at the completion 
of debate, but I think that debate was still going on and 
prior to the Friday dinner that was so chaotic. What wer 
were doing at this dinner was putting the final touch_e_s on 
article one, Hogan was there for the first time, Frank Polk 
was there for the first time. 
WSC - This isn't the night that Diane and the boys were with me. 
was it? 
TM - No, I think that was the chaotic night. 
WSC - That's rit~ht, I don't think I was at the meeting before then. 
TM - Then the third one Friday morning you recall the Sarbanes 
Substitute was introduced and all afternoon on national TV~ 
Mr. Wiggins and Sandman were attacking the substitute. At 
6 o'clock the full committee recessed for dinner and we moved 
over to the Capitol Hill Club. Would you just give us your 
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WSC - As you say, it was fairly chaoti~ and . the group was in 
disaray. It had been routed by _Sandman and Wiggins . and I 
tho!Jgh t j u·sl:- i f i ably s -o-; - I agree with what Sandman was saying. . 
--1 -· -;,as - pret ty--disgu.sted with our staff that to think we had- --
gone through this process of drafting these articles and had 
nothing to substantiate the points. There seemed to be no 
response that anyone wanted to develop at that meeting, and 
I think that finally I said . well "Damn it I'll draft article 
one myself if I have to stay up all night to d~ it or what 
ever it was going to take, but it better be ready by tomorrow _." 
I did say something to that effect. 
TM - Oh, you did indeed. You looked over at me and you rattled off 
to wit an~ etcetera. 
WSC - I just couldn't understand why they had not done this --
why we had been laboring under the misaprehension it was 
going to be d6ne and we basically were looking quite foolish. 
Som.e members wanted to say they are· taking .the wrong position 
but I felt that Sandman and Wiggins were right. 
tM - Did you fe~l • that the Coalition or its work product was in 
danger at that point? 
WSC - I thought the wh q__~t__::h ~ng was in dange·r at that point. And 
it w a s a q u es t i on o f b e in g- pub 1 i c 1 y and n a t ion a 11 y em b a r as_ s e d • 
Thatyou go thrr,ugh a ·aine-month -investigation and then have -
Sandman who hadn't said a word during the entire nine months 
suddenly say well where's the evidence, will you.give us an · 
example. If you had to indict a man you would set forth a 
b c, give such and such, why do you say that he's abu~ed his 
powers? For example? And just fundamental law, I think, that 
they were raising and we weren't there. One of the things 
that I had always pride~ myself on as a practicirig attorney, 
I was always prepared. Always did the work myself, here I g~t 
in the siiuation that somebody else was doing the work and it 
wasn't there. And we were at bay. I wasn't too happy about it. 
SL - You talk about the staff, it is really amazing but I think 
that they got to that point and didn't provide anybody with 
any information. When you wanted to go to somebody, who did 
you have to go to, just Doar and that was it, could you have 
ca11ed someone right away and say listen we need this or who 
are the experts in the area? 
WSC - I never really had much access to the staff at all. I went 
over I remember, a number of occasions to the headquarters 
and they would provide me with various books that were 
there but I never really felt much liberty to call on the 
individual members for research at a given point or whatever. 
I pretty much relied on Doar's presentation, what he had there. 
The interviews I went over and read myself and also relyinz on 
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SL - So me critics have said one of the problems of the inquiry 
staff, is that Doar was so much in ~ommand, that really every-
thing had to go through _him, every decision _-that was made, do 
you think that was one of the problems then? · 
WSC - I think the decisions should be made by him. I don't disagree 
with that, I question some of his judgment from t~me. to time 
and I had doubts about what he was doing but I really didn't 
question his organization methods. I thought he was p~etty 
stubborn; once he got on a point you couldn't r~ally shake 
him. As you noticed throughout the hearings I tried to get 
him to attach something to a subpeona arid he refused to do it. 
Ans then he forgot, he said he would do it one time and forgot 
to send them in another envelope and I said would you please 
send ia another e n velope a copy of . the items for the j us tifi--
ca tion, and he forgot to do it. He was stubborn in that regard. 
TM - Before we move on any further, just one more point about that 
Fridai dinner, do you recall for the record fi~st of all, your 
wife and children were -present. Do you want to identify them? 
. --------- -- ·---- -- ,.,. _______ ._ 
WSC - Kevin and Christopher and Dia~e. --. ·-,·-- --- -------~--· -
TM - Do you recall the resolution of that meeting? It was, you 
indicated chaotic--
WSC - It was ~ngry_ ~_!l d frustra~ed_. The m~mbers had got stung and they 
didn't really know whit to do. Who · was going to take what, how 
do we respond to it, we got to go back on television that night, 
how to cope with the assault being waged. 
TM - Do you recall the alternatives developed, the plan if any? 
WSC ~_!...Qe_ pla~~ as_ th~ ~ -~h~ Doar staff would come back in the morn-. 
ing with justifications for the base~ _f~r_ the art~cle and in 
~ e mean time we we re to fen d as- be -st we co u l d for the rest of , 
tn·e evening on nation.aaiwi-de· t ·elevisTon:-·ye-ah, th.at was the 
- ~ ;,, 1 yp 1 an • I had g O t ten t O th ep O i n-t w her I said ' II LOO k I w i 11 
d o i t my s e 1 f , I in t end t o _ s~ a y up a 11 n i g ht , I c an d r a f t art i c 1 e . 
one to substant~~ portio-n~ -" -· r was prepa~ed to do that. 
I was so mad. I just felt that it was a real snafu and that 
was l iwas number one, embarassed, so I was one of those who was 
working on it, was seen and had been perceived as supporting 
the articles and yet there was nothing there to support it and 
had I known that they were not prepared, I would have done all 
the work myself. 
TM - Do you recall the tactics that were developed later? 
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TM - The motiop to strike by Flowers. 
meeting do you recall? 
D~d that come out of · the 
WSC - We had agreed that night th~t I would be giv~n article one, I 
guess one facet of it. 
TM - Yeah, it -was about nine sub parts, I believe. 
WSC - We just agreed.g~ ~_g_,rally that we were going to divide _ it _up. -
We didn't see what the justifications were, we got them first 
thing the following morning, but nothing that night. Saturday, 
I have to &.Q. back to myliptes to find otit what time in the 
morning tha~ I came in. But I got those in the morning and 
then I went over them and changed it somewhat. Then we agreed . 
th.-at morning upon the strate gy. -·~e assumed that: Saud~ was ~ 
,._.- g- o....,,tn·g to _ :Ins-ist on his inoti.on ~ - then they ,would yield to me, 
then when he backed off~ Flowers picked it up. And they just 
yi·elded to me" 
TM - Do you recall a meeting in Railsback's office, Saturday, 
July 27th between 10 and 11:30? I believe Hogan was present 
and Polk. 
WSC - Hogan was at the first meeting, wasn't he? He wasn't there. 
TM ~ My notes indicate that Hogan never joined the group but he made 
his press conference. 
WSC - One day earlier, : Tuesday. 
. ,, 
TM - On Tuesday, the first day we met, and he never joine~ __ the group . 
until Thursday evening for dinner, at the Capitol Hill Club, the 
f i :rs t dinner • 
·wsc - I didn't go ~to that dinner. 
TM - You missed that dinner, to my recollection. Do you know why . _ . . 
you missed that dinner, do you recall? · 
WSC - No, I don't recall. 
TM - Let's go to that Saturday, I believe thate was a meeting on 
·Saturday following the Friday which we had taken the beating on 
national TV, Railsback's office, I believe, to work and discuss 
the actual drafting of article two. 
WSC - I don't think that l was at that -- I didn't really have that 
. , much time. Once they had divided up the work on the ·part of 
\ the Coalition between Ham Fish and Jim Mann . and me and Ray 
·Thornton, I don't recall my working. I really don't work a 
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TM - I've noticed that over the years. 
WSC - Over the years, I guess I personally out of hjbit I tend to be 
a loner most of the time and I just do not get involved in 
work groups, wor~ group activity. So maybe that was it, once 
I knew what I had to _do then I just assumed that everybody · 
would do whai they had to do on their own and I didn't need to 
be there, unless it was absolutely necessary for me to go, I 
don't think I did and that's ~robably _been true with everything 
I've done here. Unless I ~eally have to do -it, I donTt like 
to sit around and engage in really philosophical discussions, 
I knew what I had to say and if they needed it fine, but other 
than that I've got other things to do. 
TM . - Before we move off of this issue,~.1~~~ , the _adj~~~ive has . . - . 
been · used to describe the coalition as ,,...fr.agile." 
·wsc That's Railsback's. You recall he used that the first time 
during . the discussion on Article III and on Cambodia. He is ·• 
a member of that "fragile Coalition" · and had some second 
thoughts, something to "that effect. And I recall I spoke 
shortly thereafter that as far as this member was concerned 
that coalition wasn't very fragile and that no - matter what 
happens with the article I intended to remain. 
TM - You know I don't recall that, really. 
WSC - Oh, yes, that's from the debates, I -didn't agree with that notion 
that . it was tragile and futhermore it didn't really matter to 
me whatever it was.· When I walked in to the room I was full of 
surprise and a little pit of relief saying that at least you're 
not alone and there are some other people who share y~ur views 
as well. That is always comforting. But by that point it 
really didn't matter to me whether Railsback stayed in or 
stayed out or what anyone else was going to do, I had already 
resolved ~yself as to what I wis going to do. And · I just didn't 
want Tom to say the characterization of being "fragile." 
TM - Number 11 deals with involving drafts of artilces one and two 
the last week, and we've got primarily the project down at 
Hilton Head, when the group gets together and try to discuss 
the drafts, some of the thinking of what was going on --
WSC - Well, doesn't Jim Mann have copies, we each have copies and 
they were all initialed and we turned them in cause I wanted 
mine back. 
TM - I've got a couple of yours, with your name on them. 
--- ·---.., 
WSC - Now that you remind me of it, this was probab1y my reaction 'l ! 
to sending over to Mcclory that here we went through this · i 
whole process of turning the drafts back in, initialed them \--i~! 
and make sure that we keep them in one spot, so it's not . ]'-, ; 
disclosed and then they turn around, after we go through all ! 
C 
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a copy over to McClory who wasn't a part\ 
thought that was kind of inconsistant~ 
1
--- j,ph 
fVl' v-- !U 
WSC - this work and send 
of the group and I 
say the least. 
y i 
TM - Maybe just one other point in recalling the final week, the 
intensity of the work, the pressures, the press, the phone 
calls, we may have covered this a little bit earlier but just 
a comment on the pressures, time wise and otherwise, that you 
may have been under that week? 
WSC - I would have to go back and look through my notes and my day-
books in terms of what I was doing during the course of that 
time. The pressure was building u p following Jenner's state-
ment on the preceeding Thursday or Friday? 
TM - When was that Steve? 
SL - The Saturday, the 20th, after Garrison was through with his 
presentation. 
TM - The 20th of July. 
WSC - I guess my own position at the . time was one, I was disappointed, 
I was angry, at what happened ' those final .days, Railsback and 
I came late to a Republican Caucus, we walked in and ~ere 
advised that they had just taken a vote to replace Jenner with 
Garrison as counsel and each of us said, please record me as 
being against that, but we ·~were the only two, Ham Fish may have 
been thi third, but I think that we were the only two that said 
no. 
TM . - There is no record of that. 
WSC - No record of what? 
TM - This caucus, wasn't it a Republican Caucus? 
WSC - I see what you mean, but that's what happen~d that morning. 
And when Garrison made his presentation, I can recall making 
some public statements about it. The press came and siad what 
do you think about this -- I tried to gloss over it without 
getting into any contest on it. But the whole shift of things 
during the final days in terms of what was taking place, built 
considerable pressure I thought. I've really got to go back 
and look at my notes on what I was doing. It would be more 
· helpbull I think. As far as the pressure, I wrote my speech 
the night before it was given. I was up until about 2:30 or 
3 o'clock, as I recall with Diane, and just ;at up and just 
talked to her on what was going to take place. I think she 
went to bed around three o'clock and then I started writing it 
and then that's when I started reading, ahh, I had a copy of 
the Federalist and I was reading through that and was going 
back through it. And I started writing about 4:30 or 5 o'clock 
in the morning. 
! " 
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TM - Wher did you pick up the idea of the description of circum-
stantial evidence, of tracing footprints through the snow? 
WSC - Oh, I had a long talk with a former employer of mine, Thomas 
Lambert, the American Travelers Association, he is the man that 
I talked to. He is probably my closest friend. I called him 
in the past about getting advice like about Jaworski for 
example. Tom is one of the top prosecutors in a number of 
war trials, and he was an outstanding man at Nueremberg, he 
was a Rhodes scholar, he was the president of a law school 
down in Florida when he was 26 years old. _Just an outstanding 
man, the most eloquent man that I've ever heard speak. The 
most gifted orator, I think, in the country. Anyway, I spent 
a year and a half working with tom and from time to time we 
call each other and I was supposed to get together this weekend 
going to Boston on a seminar before he cancelled o~t. And I 
called him one night and it · was late and just sat on the phone 
and talked to him and told him what it was like down here and 
we had kept in touch from time to time. And we started talking 
about circumstantial evidence and going back, I think I recalled 
to Tom that the classic example he gave of circumstantial 
evidence was by Thoreau that you find a trout in the milk ~ · We 
talked for an hour and a half . just dealing with philosoppy 
basically and Tom is really a great philosopher. We didn't 
discuss any facts but only philosophy that night and the whole 
discussion of circumstantial evidence evolved into a long 
conversation I think. 
TM - After the vote and prior to the relaease of the last Nixon 
tape, as a lawyer, anticipating the Senate trial did you feel 
that the case was defensable? 
WSC - Yes, I felt comfortable with making that presentatioi - to the 
House without that tape. 
TM - And now what about the Senate? · Going to trial in the Senate, 
actually? 
WSC - In the Senate, I would have reviewed the request for the tapes 
and had insisted upon them; failure particularly in view of 
the Supreme Court's decision, to turn them over, I thought 
whould have warranted negative inferences. I did before anyway 
but it was even more clear cut after the Supreme Court decision. 
But I "felt ·:._ that even- without that~ p~art:fcu~lar ~t a 'j,'e-:the7cas-,e-:l!_as 
p r ova b ·1 E;-:::=.,_·'§ 
TM - Were you approached during that particular time as a potential 
manager? 
WSC - Bob Exkhart, as I recall on the floor said he wrote an article 
for some local magazine and they asked him who he would ~ 
recommend as prosecutors, the managers, of the bill if it ~ 
ever went to the Senate and he said I hope that you don't 
object but I recommended you. You were one of them . that had 
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into a very complimentary diseration of what they were looking 
for. Who w6uld make a good manager and what qualities. That's 
the only suggestion that come, most of it came from reporters. 
But no one ever asked me and I didn't inquire, I didn't really 
want to be asked, just avoided the whole issue. I said that 
I would have to give it long serious thoughts but I'm not 
inclined to, and then some people picked up that as saying that 
I would give it serious thought, they just misinterrupted it, 
saying that ~I was looking forward to doing it and I wasn't. 
·· didn .! t : wanf'=to - do..-i t : '.! " 
TM - What was your political situation in Maine at that time? 
WSC - I guess that it was unpredictable at that point, prior to his 
admission, I think I had very high approval rating the first 
year in Congress and I still had one last year, even after the 
thing was over, so I knew that I had strong approval with what 
I was doing and I had very low disapproval, very little negative 
comment. And I just had another one done confidentially and I 
have about a one percent disapproval 9 So that's very low. 
But within the party, itself, it's pretty bitter. 
TM - Did you say bitter? 
WSC - Bitter. The letters were running, I stopped counting after 
awhile, I just reached that point where I said that I'm not 
goint to get into a tallying contest. If I had to guess at 
it, I . would say that the majority were opposed to impea~hment. 
Of the letters that I received, the sentiment expressed to me, 
I think, that the majority favored resignation but they were 
opposed to impeachment. What I had done all through -this whole 
period saying that I would make a judgment based _upon the facts 
and the Constitution and that even if 60%, I remember using 
that figure, were opposed to impeachment and the facts warranted, 
I'm going for impeachment. I would vat that way. But if the . 
facts didn't measure up, then I wouldn't. I just said that 
I hope I can come back and explain to you what I will be doing 
or what I've done arid this way have done the right thing and 
if I don't, then don't send me back. I had done that quite a· 
few times and I went to a Convention and spoke at the Convention. 
One woman was down on the front row and said, "Have you ever 
heard of Willie ·Pict Thesant(?) and I said yes. You know 
Thesant is the one who participated in the Johnson impeachment. 
I guess he was from Maine. And she said, Have you read him? 
And she was there shouting, and I said yes, I have. And she 
said well, do what he did. And I said, well, but he voted 









SL - Did you g o on TV, st-at ew i _de- l n~ Ma i i{e?-:1 
WSC - Yes, I went on a statewide, it was a very interesting experience. 
I thought I should tell you about a few records. I had been 
getting increasingly run down,_ I had a_y eraged only·- about.,,,.t-h-~ee 
ho ii rs '.:.of - .sle~p- ~.:_t:!-i8Q.J: .; for ··almo s t :f wo : t!!O l! th~, In fact . .1::ciTdn' i1 
go jlome .,..f 2~r :_d_inne i:.: o_n_e :"Ej.~g!i t -_ f ~r.,...-a ~~o~_t : e :f:.gh t_ - ~r .--02-ne,=w~.!!}; . 
I was always at the office doing material or going over, going 
over to the headquarters. I got quite run down during this 
time, then when Saturday finally came, after the vote, I had 
promised some people that I would go up and explain to them 
what I had voted, and so I went up on Sunday and I met with the 
Bangor Daily News editorial board, I went in and all three 
networks, I guess, were up there and they were crawling all over 
each other, bumping into each other, fighting an actual fight 
would almost bre ak out b e tw e en camermen, and we went into the 
editorial board of the Bangor Daily News and I explained to 
them my vote in essence and what was wrong and so forth. Then 
later that day Diane and I took a plane together tn ~Portland 
where I was going to go on statewide television and I had 
a very bad headcold at that point. We ran into some bad 
weather and the pilot came down rather quick and it popped 
this watch I had on. It popped the crystal in my watch and all 
of a sudden my ears just filled up and I couldn't hear anything. 
It completely filled my eustachian tube and my temperature 
went up to about 103 and I couldn't hear anything. I lost my 
balance. I had not sence of equilibrium. I was very shaky ;. 
Well there is nothing more un-nerving than to be so plugged up 
you can't hear, I couldn't hear my own voice, I couldn't hear 
what I was saying, I couldn't even hear a hum, nothing. So 
they had all the major networks there plus stt:atewide television 
and there were some people in the audience, and I went on that 
night to give that speech. I should probably give you a copy 
of the speech I gave in Maine, it is somewhat differ~nt than 
the one I gave the night befo~e or several days before, and 
there has been an analysis done, by the way of a student of the 
University of Maine, studying in English, or speech or whatever, 
picking that speech apart, I guess not picking it apart but 
analysing it, what I tried to accomplish. It wasn't too far 
wrong. But what I did back in Maine, I reduced everthing down 
to the level of the Governor of Maine. In fact I was going to 
include that in the first draft I had written. I was going to 
give that one from the rostrum over here in the Committee, but 
I decided there wasn't enough time to get that all in. I was 
very conscious of the 15 minute limitation. So, I deleted it • . 
I think that Hungate used something similar to it. Yeah, I 
remember grinning to myself saying, son-of-a-gun, I was going 
to use it and I'm glad that I didn't. Because Hungate came 
a long time before I did, so I was just as happy that I didn't. 
Th at was in my first draft, so I when I went back to Maine I 
put it back in. What I had before and changed it somewhat. 
From the approach, the Governor did this, this, this and 
this ---what would your reaction be? It was very well re~eived . 
C-
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WSC - I was nervous because I couldn't hear and I couldn't tell if 
my voice was loud enough. I was perspiring rather profusely. 
at the time. It was a very uncomfortable feeling, the know-
ledge that this was my statement to the people of Maine and I 
couldn't hear it. It unsettled me and all, but it was well 
received I guess. It switched everything around as far as 
public attitude was concerned. 
SL - Do you remember on the day before, the actual vote, do you 
remember your immediate reaction? 
WSC - Let me come back, Steve. I remember I felt so bad when I got 
back here, it was on Monday we were bringing article two, and 
SL 
I can recall that there was one point where I found myself 
getting a bit strident which I rarely do. I hadn't <lone •t 
least while I'd been down here. But I recall during part of 
the debate on Monday I got into that bit, ''Isn't this amazing~ 
isn't that amazing." I was being overly sarcastic and I was 
getting so fed up some of the arguments that were being made. 
But Normally ' it would not have gotten me. The problem was 
that I could hear just a little bit that day but I couldn't 
really; I had to do some lip reading, I couldn'i really hear 
everything and I felt my eyes, I was pretty hoarse at the time, 
bad voice, felt lousy and I think that contributed to my _ little 
bit of stridency. I felt bad about it, and I said something 
about the American Goulag akaug Pelligo. I think that was on 
~ the, that was on Monday. I think there was a little bit 
of over statement there, but I had been reading that book and 
it had come across. All the President's Men I read twice, 
but there was a section in there where Solzenick starts 
talking about the fear that was being generated by tQe police 
tactics about coming to the door and dragging the citizens 
out and after a~hile, he said you just became so apprehensive 
about when they were coming, y~u wait and wait, you finally 
thank them for coming to finally end this kind of terror. 
of waiting. There was something similar to that in All The 
President's Men when a secretary went out to that iunch with 
Bernstein and the fear she went through just being seen with 
one of them and when she got back, the word had already 
gotten back to the White House that she had been at lunch with 
one of them. It was that kind of thing. I think it struck 
my mind that here are the seeds here, you're being watched 
constantly and that's what prompted that statement about the 
faint specter of an American Goulag akaug Pelligo. It was a 
bit overstated, I think that was just because I was irritated, 
sick. 
Do you remember your immediate reaction right after the vote, 
that Saturday night? It's interesting in a couple of inter-
views so far of the members of the Coalition, they said one 
of the things that struck them was that some of the members 
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SL - preparing for quite a while for the TV cameras for that vote, and 
that sort of upset them at the time 
WSC - I felt that was true. Well I didn:' t, I wasn't one of those who 
cried. I guess I felt like the deed is done type of thing. 
Measuring . up to this, what you had to do, doing it and not feeling 
particularly happy. about it. Kind of wishing why did I have to be 
in the middle of all this, but it's over and I'm satisfied that I 
did the right thing. I had no regrets about the decision itself. 
SL 
I guess it's something ~ou come to the end of a long ordeal and 
it's finally over. And the hardest thing is to get over the first 
step I guess. I guess we're all struck bi the histori~al impact 
of that that was going to have, the histori~al and contempory 
impact. And you are saying okay, the deed is done • . It is kind of 
a sense of relief that you made the decision and it's done. Now 
it's irreversable and it is over. But I felt that there was an 
awful lot of acting in terms of the ciembers of, not so much on o·ur 
side but on the other side, there was no acting on Chuck Wiggins 
part. He really deeply felt that, and when his liead dropped when 
he heard the vote, that's Chuck Wiggins. But when some of the 
hired partisans on the other side who were feinting. I thought 
that their emotions were disgusting. That may be ungracious on 
my part. You just know that there wasn't too much room for 
sympathy or empathy or anything else for Richard Nixon. 
- We were asking about article one and two, now what about article 
three? 
WSC - You mean McClory's article three? 
SL - Yeah. 
WSC - I had no intention of supporting that because I just felt that you 
can't rarify a failure to comply into an article of impeachment. 
If we had cited him for contempt, if we had been up to that, which 
we didn't ! Then I think it could have been an article of impeach-
ment. But I had preferred and had announced for some time all 
along that he had failed to comply with our subpeonas and r · ~ould 
simply draw the negative implication that the information was 
damaging and that would be persuasive with me. But unless we 
were willing to bring a citation for contempi so that the House 
could pass upon his failure to comply, .then I just think we could 
not raise it to an impeachable offence . 
SL - In your assessment of the various offenses presented, what role did 
. the offenses of past President's play? 
WSC ~ Well, none. You mean Andrew Johnson? 
· SL - Any of the past Presidents. 
WSC - You mean what action on the part of all past Presidents in the fie4 
of abuse and so forth. It really wasn't relevant fact to me. I 
had lots of m•il on this thing saying look at what Kennedy did, 
look at what Johnson had done. And I said yes that's true, but is 
t~at the type of conduct that we want to rectify and say these are 
C 
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WSC - the standards to which we would hold up for our children or our-
se l ves as the type of conduct that we want to let officials engage 
in. What was done in the past really didn't have any bearing to me 
on this. 
TM - Do you think it po~sibly has been say from FDR's time a gradual 
buildup of Executive power, there has been somewhat lessened ;: 
because of this exercise of impeachment. Do you feel that there 
was a concentration of power? 
' 
WSC - I think that there has been a growing concentration of power ever 
SL 
since FDR. That is one of the reasons why I would .-not have voted 
for impeachment on the impoundment issue. It wasn't so much the 
President usurpation of powers, .it was Congress yielding it up, · 
turning ._ it over. I just f el t--~,.th a t the-re were some abuses in past: 
administrations and if I had been there and there had been an 
impeachment artilce, it might have warranted their impeachment 
as well. But I didn't think that what ever they had don~ in the 
past was dispositive of what standard we hold this President to. 
We are not talking about a retroactive application of unfair 
standards. Simply Kennedy because may have bumped somebody or 
whatever that simply didn't decide the question of whether c or not 
the President has abused his power. We have lost control of our· 
appropriations process because we don't have a sys~am; only last 
year when they couldn't overturn the vetos, they decided to pass 
the budget reform act. I didn't think we could turn around and 
impeach him for what we , had a complicity in. So the role of 
Congress in all this was very important to me, and involved him 
too. They also had the 45 day resolution which allowed hi~ to 
continue to bomb Combodia, which I voted against. I voted to 
have an immediate cut-off of the bombing and that failed and they 
went with the compromise, but I felt that even if there had been 
some secret bombing, if we had knowledge of it afterwards and . 4c still _gave it support, we couldn't very well say _that you -should 31.: 1 ~ 
be removed. And that's in the year of spending money on his ~-lyfl' 
personal residences and we compare that with Johnson and how :uch \ 
money that man made while in office. But for Jack Brooks to lead 
the way in that, I thought was· another example of his partisanship/ ¥ 
which was unwarranted and did not belong in the hearings, if you 
compare that with what Johnson did, in terms of going out a 
millionaire. · It didn't really compare, to the key issues of 
abuse of power and coverup. ~ 
- Do you think as a result of the inquiry future generations will 
have a clea~ definition of an impeachable offense? 
WSC - I'm .. not-~sure that -~the re--willo e-:=-any -clear_-e r d-e f l ni t i oti1. I don't 
think we came to a clear definition of an impeachable offense, 
other that the general statement that's when you have abuse of 
power granted or ursurpation of power not granted. There are some 
broad guidelines; I think it will serve as a sobering thought to 
any future President. Remind them that power is there and.that 





Cohen - 38. 
SL - Has your opinion about the news media in the coun=try changed as a'~ , 
result of your experience? t, cT 
) - ---------WSC - I don't think it's changed much, I think it's 
inal opinions, I think it's slanted. I think 
this. 
reaffirmed my orig- -
it was slanted during 
\ 
TM In what way? ~ 
! 
WSC - I think there was a bias toward impeachment. Or against Nixon or 
whatever, it was there. I think it still is a left,. t~at there are 
more liberal than there are conservatives in the media located hera 
in Washington. I won't say it reached the point of being unfair -
as somewhat biased, not unfair. I find it in my own State too atj 
times but I think there is a definite bias toward the left and not 
to the right. . ·· ·· · 
' ----
' ·-
TM - Could impeachment have occurred without the press? 
WSC - t{o.::;it ..;.;·c c:hild-:;_"not .._have'~'oc:·curred~'wfthou "'t''-J!t he s"press, as a matte.r of· ~:::: 
fact, impeachment would not have occurred at all and a good many 
other factors involved, and the press being one of them. It would 
not have occurred without the ~enate Watergate Committee. If you 
stop and think of what we did in terms of our investigation, we did 
very littl~, all it was was a compilation of material that had 
already been gathered by the · Senate Watergate Committee. If you 
take away the Senate Watergate Committee, if you take away Judge 
Sirica, who I think even went beyond the bounds of propriety in 
some instances in getting at the truth of Watergate, I think if 
you had any other judge you probably would have had a different 
result, not too many would have handed out a 35-year provisional 
sentence . to make sure that someone talked and told the truth. If 
you didn't have the Supreme Court Ruling on the neces~ity of turn~ 
ing over the tapes, that's another facotr I think that lent a lot 
of weight to it. I would say that without all these 6ther factors 
you wouldn't have had impeachment on the merits of what the 
Committtee did on its own. It would not have voted for impeachment 
The media was necessary I think in terms of the coverage. It was 
an educational process to come from the thought of impeachment at 
one time being the equivalent of capital punishment of a President. 
The initial reaction of people talking about impeachment over that 
long period constantly writing about it, hearing about it, build 
up a certain credibility cause the more you talk about it the less 
dangerous it seems in terms of upsetting the stability of the 
country. The more people heard about it and learned about it, . 
-and read about it, the more acceptable, of at least the discussion 
of it was. And no longer was just something for cocktail party 
talk by the elite. It became more familiar to the people and less 
threatening. 





Cohen - 39. 
WSC - We not enter upon a history of a period rich in disaster, gloomy 
with wars, rent by sedition, and savaged at its very hours of 
peace, ceremonies of religion are violated, the sea is crowded 
with exiles, informers are rewarded with detestable wages and he 
who has no enemies, destroyed by his friends, -- then I go on, 
I say that the sea is crowded with exiles witc1 the author refer-
ring to the Vietnam refugees, informers are rewarded with detes-
table wages i~ the author referring to John Dean or Jeb Mcgruder 
who draw some $3,00o .per appearance in reaping royalties and so 
forth. I point out some of the inconsistencies in our society. 
They have the responsibility for that, if they want t9 pay $3,000 
it is sort of like an x-rated movie -- it appeals to the •purient 
interest without informing very much. As far as whether it is 
good for the country, I don't know, it's too early to tell, but I 
think it has ha ci a good effect upon the country as far as what . the 
me aning of the .Const _i.tution is ,and redefini n.g our a!.l.egences and .. 
what that article is all about I gave you. As to whether or not, 
this is not what we are writing about, whether ultimately we will 
cleanse our system or stain it, it's too early to tell. 
TM - Why did you wait until May of '75 to make a decision to tape your 
recollections and your role in the Coalition? 
WSC - Well, I think it's going to be important looking back, 50 or 100 
years from now. As we look . back over the Johnson impeachment for 
som illumination and help and guidelines, and so forth. I think 
that's important -- an important part of our history that the 
public understand how this all came about. I told you I'm writing 
something of my own cause I want one day to disclose how in my 
mind it all realli happened, nto what everyone . else saw and all the 
public posturing, but how I think it all came together. So I think 
it's important, it's important someday someone have this, I'm not 
sure that now is the time as far as I'm concerned. ~ecause I 
think it would be lost in much of the junk that has been written 
about Watergate and about impeachment and that . is not what I want. 
I would like to see someday that ·everone, each of us, write our own 
stories as how we came to our separate versions of what was right . 
Did you take a look at the copy of the article that I gave you? 
SL - I was just glancing at it. 
WSC - Right, well take a look at that. Just the opening line is that 
I talk about this very thing that people tend to preserve the best 
recollections of ourselves and now I started to put some other 
comments in there about how amused I am that they now point almost 
the Byzantine strategies concocted by O'Neil and Rodino and Doar 
to somehow crack the consciouses of the individual members and its 
laughable, you know in terms of how they designed to do it, to 
crack our consciouses. That had nothing. Their strategies were 
going asunder all the time, so many times that their strategies 
could have exploded in their faces. And I don't think it had any 
bearing whatsoever how each member ultimately came up to his 
conclusion. 
TM - Very good, thank you. 
WSC - Okay. 
END OF TAPE THREE 
